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Abstrat. In this review we onsider those proesses in ondensed matter
that involve the irreversible ow of energy between eletrons and nulei that
follows from a system being taken out of equilibrium. We survey some of
the more important experimental phenomena assoiated with these proesses,
followed by a number of theoretial tehniques for studying them. The tehniques
onsidered are those that an be applied to systems ontaining many non-
equivalent atoms. They inlude both perturbative approahes (Fermi's Golden
Rule, and non-equilibrium Green's funtions) and moleular dynamis based (the
Ehrenfest approximation, surfae hopping, semi-lassial gaussian wavefuntion
methods and orrelated eletron-ion dynamis). These methods are desribed
and haraterised, with indiations of their relative merits.
1. Introdution
This review is about the transfer of energy between eletrons and nulei. We fous
espeially on the theories and omputer models that an be used to desribe this
proess. Energy transfer is suh a general onept, however, that we need to speify
what exatly we have in mind here. A possible sequene of events that illustrates the
kind of proesses we have in mind is:
(i) A system begins in equilibrium.
(ii) It is then subjeted to some external inuene. This might be an eletromagneti
pulse that transfers energy to the eletrons thousands of times more eiently
than to the nulei, thus giving the eletrons a relatively higher energy. Or, at the
other extreme, it might be a ux of neutrons whih interat only with the nulei
whih would have the eet of raising the energy of the nulei relative to the
eletrons. (It ould also be a number of other things, suh as a beam of eletrons
or a ux of heat.)
(iii) As a result of this departure from equilibrium, there will be a net ow of energy
either from the eletrons to the nulei, or from the nulei to the eletrons, as the
system moves bak towards equilibrium.
The nal transfer of energy is made possible by interations that ouple the eletrons
to the nulei. Of ourse these same interations lead to other forms of orrelated
motion between eletrons and nulei, suh as the modiation of the eletroni band
struture, the eetive oupling between eletrons that produes superondutivity,
and the oherent transport of eletrons by virtual polarons. Interesting though they
are they are not overed here.
This review is strutured as follows. In the next setion we briey summarise some
relevant phenomenology. We then desribe the most important methods urrently
available for modelling these phenomena. Finally we briey onsider the future of the
theories.
2. Phenomenology
In this setion we survey some phenomena observed in solids that are produed by the
irreversible ow of energy between eletrons and nulei. In what follows, neither the
range of phenomena nor the list of itations are exhaustive. Instead we have merely
attempted to provide a basis for thought and analysis for the interested reader.
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2.1. Joule heating
Probably the most familiar and easiest to observe phenomenon involving the inelasti
transfer of energy between eletrons and nulei is the inrease in temperature of an
eletrial ondutor when a urrent passes through it. The idea that eletri urrents
do work on ondutors, and so ause heating, has been known sine the mid nineteenth
entury when it was investigated by James Joule [1℄. The treatment of transport
in terms of Boltzmann's equation has been brought to a high level [2℄, with the
oupling between the eletrons and phonons treated perturbatively. This is aurate
for marosopi materials beause no oupling to any one vibrational mode is large.
With the rise in interest in mesosale and nanosale systems additional quantum
eets beame apparent, introdued by the small length sales. One suh system
is the atomi sale ontat, whih an be produed either by a break juntion or
a sanning tunnelling mirosope. When a urrent is passed through the juntion
heating takes plae that inreases with applied voltage. Experimental evidene for this
heating omes from observations of the voltage dependene of two level utuations
and hysteresis at ondutane disontinuities in atomi sale ontats [3, 4℄ and from
measurements on urrent indued rupture of atomi hains [5℄. This heating, whih an
be very substantial, may at rst seem mysterious sine the eletron mean free path is so
muh greater than an atomi spaing. However this net heating is simply a ompromise
between the small probability for an individual eletron to satter o a phonon in an
atomi wire, and the huge density of urrent arrying eletrons that aompanies the
urrent densities attainable in quasi-ballisti metalli nanoondutors [68℄. This an
result in the apparent paradox of a hot ondutor that is still largely ballisti, and
thus resistane free, as far as individual eletrons oming through are onerned.
2.2. Relaxation of exited eletrons
The transfer of energy is not the only important onsequene of the non-adiabati
interations between eletrons and nulei. For example, non-radiative proesses in
semiondutors ontribute to trapping of free arriers whih has an impat on the
ondutivity and optial properties [9,10℄. Beause the binding energy of deep entres
an be muh larger than typial phonon energies, the phonons an partiipate in
the optial transitions (whih provide the most diret information about the defet
eletroni properties). Thus non-radiative proesses an be observed in optial
absorption spetra of lattie defets [11℄.
Paramagneti ions in insulators an undergo spin reversal [12℄ (the ions swith
between Zeeman levels). Initially an eletromagneti eld is applied. This takes
the population away from equilibrium. The system an then return to equilibrium
through interation with thermal phonons [13℄, a proess that an be observed by
spin resonane experiments [14℄. There is intense interest at present in similar
phenomena in nanosale systems suh as quantum dots, as the quantum onnement
produes disrete eletroni states whih modify the relaxation rates of eletrons and
holes [1517℄
Exitons an be thought of as a bound pair of partiles: a negatively harged
eletron and a positively harged hole. Exitons an further interat with eah
other and form pairs [18℄, or bind to defets [19, 20℄. However, sine the hole is
simply the absene of an eletron, with the positive harge originating with the
nulei, it is possible for the two quasi-partiles to ombine and annihilate with the
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release of energy. This energy an esape as a photon or one or more phonons. In
semiondutors a phonon may be essential to the reombination proess beause of
rystal momentum onservation, though the presene of defets that trap exitons an
remove this onstraint [19℄. The angular momentum state of the exiton an frustrate
its radiative deay [20℄, whih is important for the eieny of organi light-emitting
diodes. A simple ounting argument suggests roughly a quarter of exitons are in a
singlet state (and an undergo radiative deay) while the remaining three quarters
are in a triplet state (and annot undergo radiative deay). However, there appear to
be signiant exeptions to this rule [21℄. Exitons in quantum wells have inreased
binding energy beause of their onnement, though their interation with phonons
appears unaeted [22℄. In multiple quantum well strutures, exitons an beome
trapped at a number of sites with dierent energies. Phonons assist in the migration
at low temperatures (making up the dierene in energies between binding sites), and
at higher temperatures (>10K) produe thermally ativated migration [23℄.
2.3. Inelasti eletron tunnelling spetrosopy
Inelasti eletron tunnelling spetrosopy exploits the transfer of energy between
eletrons and nulei to probe the vibrational spetrum of moleules by passing an
eletri urrent through them. A shemati of the experimental arrangement is shown
in gure 1. There are two metalli plates (or ontats) aross whih a bias is applied
(eV = µL − µR, where V is the applied voltage and µL and µR are the hemial
potentials of the left and right plates respetively, as shown in gure 1). Between
the plates is an insulating region (often an oxide) that ontains the moleules whose
vibrational frequenies we wish to probe. In general there will be an elasti tunnelling
urrent (an eletron arrives at the right plate with the same energy that it had when it
departed the left plate) whose magnitude inreases linearly with the applied voltage for
low voltages. At low temperatures, and for suiently large applied voltage (eV ≥ ~ω0
where ω0 is the angular frequeny for the vibrational mode with lowest frequeny that
an exhange energy with an eletron), a ondution hannel will open up in whih an
eletron an arrive at the right hand plate and enter an empty state with a diminished
energy, the energy lost being equal to one quantum of vibrational energy for the
moleules in the sample. By inreasing the voltage, additional hannels open up
orresponding to higher vibrational frequenies, or possibly multi-phonon proesses.
At higher temperatures it is possible for the eletron to gain energy from the moleular
osillations.
Lambe and Jaklevi [24℄ present a theory based on Fermi's Golden Rule (see
setion 3.2.2) suitable for oxides in whih the eletron exhanges energy remotely
from the osillators through an eletrostati dipole interation. They also report
experimental results for a system onsisting of Al and Pb plates sandwihing Al2O3
doped with small organi moleules. The experiments were performed from below
1K up to 300K, and inelasti resonanes orresponding to moleular vibrational
frequenies were deteted as peaks in the seond derivative of the urrent-voltage
urve (d2I/dV 2). Klein et al [25℄ used a similar tehnique, and found that dierent
ranges of voltage probed not only the frequenies of the impurities but also of the
ontats and the oxide. The tehnique for absorbing moleules was improved by
Simonsen et al [26℄ who used the liquid phase of the moleules. This made it possible
for them to investigate the vibrational frequeny spetrum of muh larger moleules
inluding proteins and nuleotides. Kirtley and o-workers have made a series of
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Figure 1. The arrangement for inelasti eletron tunneling spetrosopy. There
are two metalli plates, between whih is an insulating layer. A voltage is applied,
so the eletron hemial potentials of the two plates beome oset, allowing
eletrons to ow from lled states on the left to empty states on the right.
In the insulating sample there are moleules that an exhange energy with a
tunneling eletron: the eletron an exite a vibration of angular frequeny ω in
the moleule, and so lose energy ~ω.
ontributions [2731℄. They have investigated the eet of the hoies of metal and
oxide for the tunnelling devie, and found that these an inuene the measured
spetra [27, 29℄. They have developed a theory of the intensities of the vibrational
modes using a transfer-Hamiltonian formalism with WKB wavefuntions [28℄. In this
model the interation between the tunnelling eletron and an osillating moleule is
through the Coulomb interation with the partial harges on the moleule. It has been
applied to CH3SO
−
3 hemisorbed on alumina [31℄. Multiple sattering Xα alulations
showed that this long ranged potential indeed dominates the measured spetra [30℄.
Persson and Barato [32℄ showed that the exitation and immediate de-exitation
of a moleular vibration by a tunneling eletron an give a derease in the resonant
ondutane. A losely related problem is the inelasti urrent voltage spetrosopy
of a ballisti atomi metalli hain [33,34℄, or a single resonant moleule between two
eletrodes [35℄. The opening of new inelasti sattering hannels, as the bias mathes
the energies of various phonon modes in the wire, also leads to a suppression of the
eletroni ondutane, sine, starting from ideal transmission, the ondutane an
only ever go down, and the inelasti I-V features take the form of dips in d2I/dV 2.
Sanning tunnelling mirosopes (STMs) have been used for inelasti spe-
trosopy. Inspired by this, Gregory [36℄ reated a very small juntion by using two
rossing gold wires with argon and arbon monoxide in between. Resonant peaks
were observed from hydroarbon ontaminants, as was Coulomb blokade behaviour.
Ho and o-workers [3740℄ have used an STM to probe the orientation, motion and
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vibrational spetra of small moleules on metal surfaes. Yu et al. studied a mole-
ular transistor and found shifts in the resonanes when the gate voltage was varied.
With the experimental advanes has gone developments in the theory. Lorente and
Persson [41℄ used density funtional theory and a perturbative implementation of
non-equilibrium Green's funtions (NEGF) to study C2H2 and C2HD on Cu(100),
and Galperin et al. [42℄ used NEGF and a model Hamiltonian to study line shapes
and line widths of IETS features.
2.4. Frition fore on high energy partiles
The bombardment of materials by high energy heavy partiles ours in a number
of situations. Ions with energies of order 10 keV are used for ion implantation
in semiondutors [43℄, while in hydrogen fusion powerplants materials of quite
extraordinary resiliene are required to surround the region ontaining the plasma
beause they are subjeted to bombardment by highly energeti neutrons (14.1 MeV)
and other partiles as well as exposure to very high temperatures [44℄.
Ion implantation of semiondutors is well understood [11, 43℄. The type of
sattering experiened by the implanted ion depends on the mass of the ion and
the relative angle of its trajetory to the rystallographi axis. The distribution of
implanted ions is a gaussian entred about the projeted range. The projeted range
in turn is determined by the stopping power whih has ontributions both from the
nulei in the rystal and from the eletrons. The stopping power (S) is dened by the
the projeted range (Rp) through Rp =
∫ Ec
0
dE/S(E), and is a sum of the nulear
and eletroni omponents (S = Sn + Se). The eletroni omponent has a very
simple form, namely Se(E) = ke
√
E, where ke is a onstant (in silion it has the value
107
√
eV/m). As the stopping power has the dimensions of a fore, and is proportional
to the veloity of the inoming ion (v =
√
2E/M), it is behaving as a kind of frition.
There has been onsiderable interest in the properties of andidate materials for
fusion powerplants under extreme onditions, and extensive modelling work has been
performed [45℄. Clearly the ollisions between atoms to form asades is an extremely
important proess, but the dynamis of the atoms is signiantly modied by the
response of the eletrons to this violent motion. The dynamis of radiation damage
is typially divided into three phases: the displaement phase, the relaxation phase
and the ooling phase. The details of the interation between the nulei and eletrons
need not be the same in eah phase beause of the large variation in the energy of
both the nulei and the eletrons between the phases. Further, the manner in whih
eletrons transport heat is also modied when they beome highly exited [46℄, or the
lattie highly disordered [47℄. There is still some ontroversy about preisely what
happens, but there are some general ideas whih are lear. Highly energeti nulei an
give up substantial amounts of energy to the eletrons [48℄, and in so doing experiene
an eetive frition fore [49℄. As the oeient of frition depends on materials
parameters suh as eletron-phonon oupling strength and eletron heat apaity, it
leads to dierent rates of ooling in dierent materials, whih in turn an modify both
defet formation and healing of damage [49℄.
There is a rather dierent type of proess in whih eletrons (light partiles) are
used to bombard a metal to produe damage (displaement of heavy partiles) though
at quite a low level (2 × 10−6 to 2 × 10−4 displaements per atom). Subsequent
measurement of the variation of resistane as a funtion of inreasing temperature
during annealing of the damaged material provides diret information about the
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diusion barrier heights of point defets, whih would be diult to obtain any other
way [50℄.
3. Theoretial methods and their appliations
As all theories involve some kind of simpliation of reality, they must all throw away
features that are onsidered unimportant. However, there will always be ases where
what is normally unimportant suddenly takes entre stage. When thinking about the
interation of atoms with eah other, it is usually a very good approximation to assume
that the eletrons are so light, and thus move so fast relative to the nulei, that over
the time it takes for the nulei to undergo a signiant displaement (say 10−13s), the
eletrons will have undergone so many ollisions, both with nulei (possibly as muh as
1000 times in a simple lassial view) and with eah other, that they will have settled
down into a well-dened state (normally taken to be their ground state, or more
generally that state whih minimizes the hosen free energy). Thus, we an treat the
state of the eletrons as known one the positions of the nulei are given. This is the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, whose hief harateristi is that it allows us to
treat the eletrons and ions separately, and is ubiquitous beause it greatly simplies
the proess of understanding matter at the atomi sale.
However, the Born-Oppenheimer separation is an approximation, and there are
phenomena it annot desribe, notably those that are the subjet of this review.
To understand the nature of this approximation, and why it is unable to desribe
the irreversible transfer of energy between eletrons and nulei, we need only note
the following. Even if the nulei start at rest, ollisions with eletrons will result
in small energy transfers to nulei (of order 0.1% or less of the eletron energy per
ollision, lassially). One they have started to utuate, the nulei an transfer
kineti energy bak to the eletrons in individual eletron-nulear ollisions. But this
two-way inelasti energy transfer depends on the veloities of the olliding partiles.
This dependene lies beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
Fortunately, the amount of energy transferred in one ollision is very small. Thus
the departure from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is a rather weak eet and
so it makes sense to use perturbation theory. The perturbation an be haraterised
by those ontributions to the fores on the nulei that involve two eletroni states,
orresponding to eletrons sattering from one state to another. The unperturbed
eletroni states are some representation of the Born-Oppenheimer energy surfaes,
and for the nulei harmoni osillator states assoiated with small displaements from
equilibrium positions on those surfaes are usually used (see Appendix A). Lowest
order perturbation theory an then be used to evaluate the rate of hange of some
quantity (suh as the degree of exitation of the nulear vibrations) as a result of
the perturbation. For systems in whih well-dened referene states an be dened,
this presription provides not only insight into mehanisms, but also numbers that
an be ompared with experiment. Examples inlude Joule heating in metals and
non-radiative transitions at point defets in semiondutors.
However, there are systems in whih it is diult to set up the referene systems.
If the nulei undergo substantial displaements, so that the onept of a referene
position is not well-dened (for example, exible polymer strands in ontat with a
heat bath, or a metal subjet to high-energy bombardment) then neither the eletroni
nor nulear states are straightforward to haraterise. However, suh systems have
the feature that muh of their behaviour an be well desribed by moleular dynamis
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arried out within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. So, the natural onsequene
is to see if the standard moleular dynamis algorithms an be revised to inlude the
eets of the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Sine the full
oupled problem is insoluble exept in the simplest of ases we have to investigate
possible approximations.
In the following setions we disuss possible mathematial methods, both
perturbative and moleular dynamis based, that an be used to investigate non-
adiabati proesses. We begin with a simple lassial model in whih both the nulei
and the eletrons are treated as lassial partiles obeying Newton's equations of
motion. This annot be onsidered a partiularly realisti model, but it is simple
to understand and in fat reveals muh of the physis. We then proeed with the
methods that make expliit use of Born-Oppenheimer surfaes and osillator states,
both perturbative and non-perturbative. Finally we survey the methods based on
moleular dynamis.
3.1. Classial model
While a lassial model of the motion of eletrons may not provide us with a
quantitative sheme in general, it makes it easy to understand inelasti proesses.
To illustrate the points made we will look at the heating of an atom by a urrent of
eletrons [51℄ .
The physial setup is as follows. We have an atom in a solid for whih the
inuene of the neighbouring atoms is represented by a spring (an Einstein model).
The eletrons we treat as independent partiles whih an interat with the osillating
atom. The Hamiltonian for the system is the sum of an eletron Hamiltonian (He),
an atom Hamiltonian (HA) and a oupling Hamiltonian (HeA)
H =
∑
i
(
p2i
2m
+ v(~ri)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
He
+
(
P 2
2M
+
1
2
KX2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
HA
−
∑
i
~X · ~∇v(~ri)︸ ︷︷ ︸
HeA
(1)
where v(~ri − ~X) is the interation potential between eletron i and the atom, and we
have made the approximation v(~ri − ~X) ≈ v(~ri) −
∑
i
~X · ~∇v(~ri), whih orresponds
to small atomi displaements. Using Hamilton's equations we an write down the
equations of motion for the eletrons and for the atom
MX¨ν = −KXν +
∑
i
∂v(~ri)
∂riν
mr¨iν = − ∂v(~ri)
∂riν
+
∑
ν′
Xν′
∂2v(~ri)
∂riν′∂riν
(2)
In the absene of the oupling Hamiltonian HeA, from Eq. 2 we an write down an
expliit solution for the atomi motion (Xν(t) = Aν sin(
√
K/Mt+φν)). Furthermore,
the eletrons move independently of one another, with eah eletron moving with
a onstant energy (the sattering from the atom is elasti). One we inlude the
oupling Hamiltonian, this all hanges. We an no longer write down a simple losed
form expression for the atomi motion as it now depends on all the eletrons; the
eletrons are no longer ompletely independent beause their motion depends on
~X ,
whih in turn depends on all the eletrons; and eletrons no longer move with onstant
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energy beause they experiene an external time varying fore. It is the third point
that is the main topi of this review.
We an solve these equations for the ase of motion in one dimension in whih
the atom appears as a hard wall potential to the eletrons. In this ase, by onserving
energy and momentum during a ollision, we get the following approximate expression
[51℄ for the power delivered to the atom (w) by a urrent (j) of eletrons in the limit
that the eletrons are muh lighter than the atom
w ≈ 4 j
(m
M
)
(Ke − 2KA) (3)
whereKeandKA are the mean kineti energies for the eletrons and atom respetively.
We see that there are two ontributions, one positive from the eletrons (whih
provides heating) and one negative from the atom (whih leads to ooling). The
energy sale relevant to the eletron kineti energy is eV , where V is the applied bias.
At low temperatures, the energy sale relevant to the atom kineti energy is ~ω where
ω is the vibrational frequeny of the atom. Thus for very small bias we might expet
ooling, but for typial voltages we expet the eletrons to heat the atom, as is indeed
observed.
Equations 2 enable us also to see expliitly the mirosopi orrelated eletron-
nulear utuations that nuleate non-radiative inelasti proesses and mediate the
inelasti exhange of energy between the two subsystems. Consider an eletron bound
in an orbit with radius r and speed v around a nuleus. The nuleus starts o at rest,
at the bottom of the paraboli well provided by the rest of the lattie. Let us solve
Eq. 2 approximately as follows. To lowest order, ignore the motion of X in the seond
equation. Then the eletron remains in the original orbit and provides a sinusoidally
varying external fore on the nuleus, of amplitude F = mv2/r and frequeny ω = v/r,
along eah of the two axes in whose plane the orbit lies. The nuleus in turn is now a
driven harmoni osillator. If we solve the equation motion for the nuleus assuming
that it starts at rest, then the average kineti energy over one period of osillation of
the nuleus is given by
KA =
1
2
F 2
M
1
2
3ω2 + ω20
(ω2 − ω20)2
If ω → ω0, we see a resonane, with violent heating of the nuleus. This resonane
is the lassial analogue of the quantum transitions that beome ativated when the
two frequenies math. In the limit ω ≫ ω0, on the other hand, KA settles at
KA =
3
2
m
M
Ke
where Ke = mv
2/2. The nuleus has aquired some kineti energy, and thus is no
longer sitting still. The underlying motion of the nuleus, responsible for KA above, is
the wobble of a heavy partile indued by the passage of a light partile, familiar from
planetary physis. As a onsequene of this orrelated wobble, nulei are never truly
frozen: momentum onservation, with the onsequene that light and heavy partiles
always orbit a ommon entre of mass, leads to a repartitioning of energy between the
two systems, in a ratio ontrolled by m/M .
3.2. Born-Oppenheimer based eletron-phonon oupling formalism
In this setion we onsider those methods that make expliit use of energy surfaes,
and the non-adiabati oupling between them.
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Figure 2. The parameters haraerising a two level system. The Landau-Zener
theory onentrates on the rossing region on the right-hand side of the diagram.
3.2.1. Landau-Zener theory There is a generi model that has been suessfully
applied to a huge number of problems: it is the two level harmoni model (or
spin-boson Hamiltonian) and is often onsidered in the presene of a dissipative
bath [52℄. It has the advantage of providing useful insights pitorially as well as
through numbers. In gure 2 is shown a representative system. The two diabati
surfaes (see Appendix A) have the same urvature (vibrational frequeny), but their
minima are oset relative to eah other both in energy and position. There are
three other harateristi energies, two assoiated with vertial (for example, optial)
transitions (E1 + S~ω and E2 + S~ω, where S is the Huang-Rhys fator), and one
assoiated with non-radiative transitions (E2 + EB). It is the latter that interests us
here.
The quantity EB is the barrier height that a lassial osillator on the upper
energy surfae has to overome to ross onto the lower energy surfae. The transition
between the surfaes is a quantum proess (involving an eletroni transition). This
an orrespond to a number of physial phenomena, with an important one in the solid
state being eletron apture (or emission) by a harge trap in a semiondutor [53℄,
and another being atomi ollisions with rystal surfaes [54℄. This ombination of
quantum and lassial desriptions was turned into a transition rate in 1932 both by
Zener and Landau [55,56℄, and has been extended in a number of ways sine (see for
example [57, 58℄).
The essene of the original Landau-Zener theory is as follows. The osillating
atoms (represented by just one oordinate, X in gure 2, and from now on referred to
as the osillator) move on a diabati energy surfae. The oupling to the neighbouring
surfae is so weak (beause of harge rearrangment in the ase Zener studied) that a
transition is unlikely, so we an neglet the inuene of the transition on the dynamis
of the osillator for the purpose of determining the transition rate. No transition is
possible exept very near to the rossing. In this region the energy surfaes are treated
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as linear, and the veloity of the osillator as onstant. By solving the time dependent
Shrödinger equation for the eletrons subjet to the time varying potential due to
the osillator, the probability of a transition during one pass of the osillator over the
rossing is found to be [55℄ PX = exp(−2πγ) with
γ =
|E12|2
~
(
d(E1 − E2)
dt
)−1
(4)
where E12 is the eletroni matrix element oupling the two surfaes, and E1 − E2
is the energy dierene between the surfaes. The transition rate is then given by
Γ = 2fPX [59℄ where f is the vibrational frequeny.
3.2.2. Perturbation theory There is a long history of using perturbation theory for
studying non-adiabati proesses, both in the solid state and elsewhere. A very
important ontext for its use is in the Boltzmann equation treatment of the transport
properties of solids [2℄. Fermi's Golden Rule gives the transition rate from state |i〉 to
state |f〉
Γi→f =
2π
~
∣∣∣〈f |Hˆ1|i〉∣∣∣2 δ(Ef − Ei) (5)
where Ei = 〈i|Hˆ0|i〉 and Ef = 〈f |Hˆ0|f〉, Hˆ0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, and
Hˆ1 is the perturbing Hamiltonian driving the transition. For the ase of interest
to us (eletrons interating with mobile nulei) from Appendix A we an identify |i〉
with |ΨnN〉, |f〉 with |Ψn′N ′〉, Ei with UnN and Ef with Un′N ′ , where n indexes
eletroni states and N indexes nulear states. To make the integrals in the energies
and transition matrix elements tratable, the harmoni approximation is used for
the nulear states. For the adiabati representation (see Appendix A) some further
deisions about the dependene of the eletroni wave funtions on nulear oordinate
is also neessary. These deisions are impliit in the stati lattie representation.
In the ontext of non-radiative transitions the hoie of approximation is disussed in
detail by Stoneham in review artiles [9,60℄ and a book [10℄. One the rates are known,
experimentally observable quantities an be determined suh as vibrational lifetimes
of adsorbed moleules [61℄, or the power supplied to atoms (w) during eletri urrent
indued heating in nanoontats [8, 62℄. The power is given by
w =
2π
~
∑
n′N ′
|〈Ψn′N ′ |Hˆ1|ΨnN〉|2 (WN ′ −WN ) δ(Un′N ′ − UnN ) (6)
where WN is the energy of the nulei in state N . These matrix elements have
been alulated, within tight binding and density funtional theory, for atomi and
moleular wires [6268℄. The power into a phonon mode has the struture
w =
π~
M
∑
αβ
fα(1− fβ) |〈β|~g|α〉|2 {(N + 1)δ[ǫα − (ǫβ + ~ω)]−Nδ[ǫα − (ǫβ − ~ω)]} (7)
where |α〉 is a single partile eletroni orbital with eigenvalue ǫα and oupany fα,
and ~g is the gradient of the eletroni Hamiltonian with respet to the osillator normal
oordinate. The phonon frequeny is ω and its oupany is N . For simpliity we have
assumed that all omi masses are the same, M , but in pratie this assumption is
easily lifted. Equation 7 aounts for the observed heating in nanoontats [8,62,65℄.
The same perturbative model an also aount for some of the inelasti urrent-voltage
features in atomi and moleular wires [63, 6668℄.
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Lowest order perturbation theory learly annot handle multiple oherent
transitions or strong interations [69℄. However, higher order theories an be used in
these ases (see 3.2.3). Problems where higher order theories have been used inlude
the non-adiabati transition at a rossing between two eletroni levels in the presene
of dissipation [58℄, ross-setions for inelasti sattering of eletrons from a surfae [70℄
and inelasti tunneling ross-setions [71℄.
3.2.3. Non-equilibrium Green's funtions Green's funtions are one of the well
established tools for dealing with problems in ondensed matter. They provide
information about the response at any point in spae-time due to an exitation (usually
the reation or annihilation of a partile) at any other point. Green's funtions are used
in perturbation theory, linear response theory, and quantum kineti equations. Their
real power beomes evident when we onsider a system of many partiles (eletrons
and nulei) that interat, and more espeially when the system is being driven out of
equilibrium by some external fores. Their appliation to transport, in the framework
of the Keldysh formalism, has a long history [7278℄. In the absene of partile
interations, the many-body Keldysh formalism redues [79℄ to the steady-state
transport formalism based on one-eletron Lippmann-Shwinger sattering theory (for
a brief review see [80℄), whih in turn redues [78℄ to the Landauer formalism. In the
following, we present some appliations of the Green's funtions tehnique for systems
with interations between eletrons and atomi motion. Note that in this setion (and
the orresponding appendies) we depart from the usual notation for representing all
operators by means of hats (suh as Hˆe) to avoid a onfusion of extra symbols. Instead
hats are used to represent only operators in the interation piture.
Beyond perturbation theory: Let us start by generalizing Fermi's golden rule to
inlude higher-order terms in the perturbation V . The formal derivation based on
sattering theory is rather involved, therefore we onsider a simpler approah following
the presription given in Refs. [8183℄. This will permit us to introdue the dierent
quantities that are needed in the full desription based on non-equilibrium statistial
physis [84, 85℄.
Let us assume that the perturbation V in the full Hamiltonian H = H0 + V is
turned on adiabatially in the distant past, i.e. V ≡ V eηt/~ (with η a small positive
onstant). Initially the system is, at time t0, in the state |i〉 and evolves at time t > t0
into the state |i(t)〉:
|i(t)〉 = e−iH0t/~Uˆ(t, t0) eiH0t0/~ |i〉 , (8)
where Uˆ(t, t0) is the time evolution operator (given within the interation piture) of
the system. The probability P (t) to nd the system in the nal state |f〉 at time t is
given by |〈f |i(t)〉|2 and its time derivative gives the transition rate Γfi = Γi→f . To
derive the generalized Fermi's golden rule, we inlude all orders of the perturbation V
in the time evolution operator Uˆ . Then, we have
〈f |i(t)〉 = 〈f |Uˆ(t, t0)|i〉 e−iEf t/~eiEit0/~ , (9)
with
Uˆ(t, t0) =
∞∑
n
1
(i~)n
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t1
t0
dt2
∫ t2
t0
dt3 . . .
∫ tn−1
t0
dtnVˆ (t1)Vˆ (t2) . . . Vˆ (tn) e
ηtn/~
=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
1
(i~)n
∫ t
t0
dt1 . . .
∫ t
t0
dtnTt
(
Vˆ (t1) . . . Vˆ (tn)
)
= Tt
(
exp
(
− i
~
∫ t
t0
dτVˆ (τ)
))
,(10)
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where the perturbation Vˆ (t) is taken in the interation representation Vˆ (t) =
eiH0t/~V e−iH0t/~ and Tt denotes the time ordering operator. Performing the time
integrations and making use of the interation piture for the perturbation, we obtain
P (t) = |〈f |i(t)〉|2 =
∣∣∣∣ eηt/~Ei − Ef + iη 〈f |T |i〉
∣∣∣∣
2
, (11)
and identifying the time derivative of P (t) with the transition rate Γfi, one nds the
generalised Fermi's golden rule:
Γfi =
2π
~
|〈f |T |i〉|2 δ(Ef − Ei) . (12)
The quantity T in Eq. (11) is alled the T -matrix and is given by the series expansion
T = V + V
1
Ei −H0 + iη V + V
1
Ei −H0 + iηV
1
Ei −H0 + iηV + . . . (13)
For the lowest-order expansion T ≈ V or equivalently by taking Uˆ(t, t0) ≈ 1 −
i/~
∫ t
t0
dt′Vˆ (t′) in Eq. (10), one reovers the transition rate Γfi = Γi→f given by
the usual Fermi's golden rule Eq. 5.
The T -matrix an be rewritten in a ompat and losed form
T = V + V
1
Ei −H0 + iη T = V + V G
r
0 T (14)
whih generates the same series as in Eq. 13. This allows us to introdue one of
the dierent Green's funtions, namely the retarded Green's funtion Gr0 dened, in
the energy representation, by Gr0(ω) = [ω − H0 + iη]−1. This Green's funtion is
obtained from the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0. The retarded Green's funtion G
r
for the total Hamiltonian H = H0 + V is dened by G
r(ω) = [ω −H + iη]−1. Then,
the T -matrix an be expressed as T = V + V Gr0 T = V + V GV by making use of
the Dyson equation that links the full Green's funtion to the unperturbed Green's
funtion: Gr = Gr0 + G
r
0V G
r = Gr0 + G
r
0TG
r
0. Now we have all the ingredients to
develop the non-equilibrium theory, namely the onept of Green's funtions, the time
evolution operator and the Dyson equation. One already sees the importane of using
Green's funtions in determining transition rates when going beyond perturbation
theory. Obviously, the onventional results of perturbation theory are obtained by
expanding the Green's funtion in the Dyson equation or the T -matrix to the lowest-
order in the perturbation.
The T -matrix formalism with sattering boundary onditions has been used to
study the eets of eletron-atomi vibration oupling in the transport properties of
atomi and moleular wires. This was done (i) to the lowest-order in the interation,
i.e. perturbation theory, in atomi wires [6264℄ and moleular wires [6567℄; and
(ii) to all orders in the interation in model systems and moleular wires by using
onventional Green's funtions tehniques [8697℄. The onnetion between the in-
elasti T -matrix sattering formalism and non-equilibrium Green's funtions has been
disussed in Ref. [98℄.
Interation as self-energy in the Green's funtions: To desribe the ground state
or the thermal-averaged properties of a system of many partiles, suh as the oupled
eletron/atom system onsidered in this paper, it is useful to work with a many-body
approah based on Green's funtions. Suh a Green's funtions approah is even more
useful and powerful when we want to alulate the properties of the system driven out
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of equilibrium by some external fores. The exat denitions of the dierent Green's
funtions and their interrelation is given in Appendix C as well as the priniples used
to derive the theory for non-equilibrium onditions.
Now, it is important to dene preisely what the perturbation V means physially.
Here we onsider V as being a perturbation on the referene system (desribed by
the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0) due to some kind of interation. It is onvenient
to distinguish between dierent kinds of interation, though generally speaking the
alulation of suh interations and their inlusion in the Green's funtions are formally
equivalent for all kinds of interations. In the following, it is onvenient to onsider
as separate the following interations:
(i) The interations between partiles, i.e. the interations between eletrons,
between phonons, or the interation between eletrons and phonons (or atomi
motion). In pratie, suh interations are inorporated in the orresponding
eletron or phonon Green's funtions under the form of a proper self-energy via
a Dyson-like equation for the Green's funtion. In the literature, it is usual to
talk about eletron Green's funtions being dressed by the phonons, and phonon
Green's funtions being dressed by the eletrons. The orresponding self-energies
are usually diult to alulate exatly for a many-partile system. They are
obtained, up to some order in the interation parameters, via the use of a many-
body Feynman diagrammati perturbation theory [99, 100℄.
(ii) The interations of the partiles with an external eld. As an example, one
an onsider an eletromagneti eld exiting the eletroni system by induing
eletroni transitions, or an external applied bias that drives a nanojuntion out
of equilibrium by establishing a steady-state urrent ow. The orresponding hot
eletrons would then transfer energy to the phonon degrees of freedom via some
interation of type (i) mentioned above.
(iii) It is often interesting to partition a system into its dierent onstituent parts.
For example: a rystal partioned into a loalized region around a defet and the
rest of the rystal; a surfae with adsorbate partitioned into the bare surfae
and the adsorbate; a nano-juntion partitioned into three parts (a entral region
whose transport properties are studied and the two eletrodes to whih the entral
region is onneted). In this ase, the interation between two dierent parts (I)
and (II) of the system (for example the part of the eletroni Hamiltonian that
ouples regions (I) and (II)) appears under the form of a self-energy in the Green's
funtions expanded onto the subspae of one of these regions. Often these self-
energies are also referred to as embedding potentials [101℄. These self-energies are
usually pratial to alulate, espeially for systems treated within a mean-eld
approah and when there is no rossing of the interations of type (i) between
regions (I) and (II).
We now onsider that the system has either reahed a stationary-state regime or
more simply is at equilibrium. Then the Green's funtions depend only on the
time dierene t − t′, and their Fourier-transform Gx(ω) depend on only one energy
argument ω. In the presene of interations, the eletron Green's funtion Gr,a
obeys a Dyson equation (either at equilibrium or in a non-equilibrium regime):
Gr,a(ω) = Gr,a0 (ω) + G
r,a
0 (ω)Σ
r,a(ω)Gr,a(ω) where Gr,a0 is the Green's funtion of
the eletroni system in the absene of the interations, and Σr,a is the self-energy
arising from these interations. A similar Dyson equation relates the phonon Green's
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funtion Dr,a in the presene of interations to the undressed phonon Green's funtion
Dr,a0 (see Appendix C). For the non-equilibrium state, the Green's funtions G
<,>
and
D<,> obey another kind of quantum kineti equation (see below or Appendix C).
The diulty is to alulate exatly, or as aurately as possible, the dierent
Green's funtions by inluding all orders of the dierent kinds of interations. It is
also a hallenge to alulate them numerially beause the self-energies Σx=(r,a,<,>)
arising from the interations are atually funtionals of the dierent Green's funtions
themselves: Σx(ω) = Σx[{Gx(ω)}, {Gx0(ω)}] whereGx (Gx0) denotes a Green's funtion
in the presene (absene) of the interations respetively.
One way of solving the problem approximately is to expand the Dyson equation
in a Born series of the Green's funtion G0 in the absene of the interations,
G = G0+G0ΣG0+G0ΣG0ΣG0ΣG0+ ..., then hoose lower-order Feynman diagrams
in the interation parameters for the proper self-energy Σ (the Born approximation),
and nally substitute the Green's funtion G0 in the expression of the self-energy by
the full Green's funtion G. In this way, one introdues a self-onsistent sheme sine
the Green's funtion G both determines and is determined by the proper self-energy
Σ. This approximation is usually known as the self-onsistent Born approximation
(SCBA). Physially it means that the interation is treated to all orders but that
only a limited number of elementary exitations are generated, i.e. those given by
the many-body diagrams hosen for the self-energy. Within the SCBA some proesses
involving rossed diagrams are omitted (if they were not already inluded in the self-
energy).
Now that we have desribed the priniple of non-equilibrium Green's funtions
and the ways to inlude the interations, we onsider an example of their use in relation
to eletroni transport through a heterojuntion in the presene of an eletron-phonon
interation. Then we will briey desribe how they an be used to derive quantum
kineti equations as a generalisation of the Boltzmann equation for transport.
Eletroni urrent in the presene of interation: Let us onsider a sattering
entral region (a quantum dot, a moleular or atomi wire) in whih there are
interations between partiles, and whih is onneted to two (left L and rightR) leads.
The latter are desribed by two non-interating Fermi seas at their own equilibrium
and thus haraterised by two Fermi distributions fL and fR. The eletroni urrent
JL owing from the left lead into the entral region is then expressed in terms of three
Green's funtions (Gr,a and G<) of the interating entral region. In the stationary-
state regime, the urrent JL is given by [72,73, 75, 78, 102℄:
JL =
ie
h
∫
dωTr
{
fL(ω) ΓL(ω) [G
r(ω)−Ga(ω)] + ΓL(ω)G<(ω)
}
, (15)
where the trae runs over the eletron states of the entral region and ΓL is related
to the imaginary part of the retarded (advaned) self-energy Σ
r(a)
L arising from the
oupling of the entral region to the left lead (self-energy arising from an interation
of type (iii)  see above). These self-energies and other self-energies arising from the
other kinds of interations should be inluded in the alulation of Gr(a).
An expression similar to Eq. 15 an be obtained for the urrent JR owing from
the right lead into the entral region by interhanging the subsript L↔ R in Eq. 15.
For a urrent onserving system, one has JL = −JR. The famous result of Meir and
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Wingreen [78℄ is obtained from the symmetrised urrent J = 12 (JL − JR)
J =
ie
2h
∫
dωTr
{
(fL(ω) ΓL(ω)− fR(ω) ΓR(ω)) [Gr(ω)−Ga(ω)] + (ΓL(ω)− ΓR(ω))G<(ω)
}
(16)
By using the relationship between the dierent Green's funtions: Gr−Ga = G>−
G< (.f. Appendix C), Eq. 15 an be rewritten as JL = e/h
∫
dωTr{Σ<L (ω)G>(ω)−
Σ>L (ω)G
<(ω)}, where the self-energies due to the oupling of the entral region to the
left lead are Σ<L ∝ ifLΓL and Σ>L ∝ −i(1− fL)ΓL. The physial interpretation of this
equation is more transparent than Eq. 15. The rst term gives the urrent owing
through the left ontat from the left eletrode towards the entral region, beause
it inludes G> whih gives information about the empty non-equilibrium states in
the entral region and the self-energy Σ<L whih is proportional to the distribution of
oupied states in the left lead. The seond term gives the urrent owing through
the left ontat towards the eletrode beause it inludes G< whih gives information
about the oupied non-equilibrium states of the entral region, and the self-energy
Σ>L is proportional to left lead empty states.
Now, to get physial results for the urrent we need to alulate the dierent
Green's funtions involved in Eq. 15. These funtions obey Dyson-like equations
Gr,a = Gr,a0 +G
r,a
0 Σ
r,aGr,a for Ga,r and another quantum kineti equation for G<,>,
i.e. G<,> = (1 + GrΣr)G<,>0 (1 + Σ
aGa) + GrΣ<,>Ga. The rst term in the equa-
tion for G<,> omes from the initial onditions and is seen as a boundary ondi-
tion. It is generally omitted for the stationary-state sine it ats only in the tran-
sient regime. The approah is now very useful if we an onstrut the self-energy
funtionals that inlude the physis of the many-body system onsidered and that a
suiently good solution an be obtained from the oupled equations for Ga,r and
G<,> (.f. Appendix C). One important point is that the self-energy funtionals
and the solution obtained for the Green's funtions preserve the ondition of ur-
rent onservation. It an be shown that within the deomposition made above for
the dierent kinds of interation, the ondition for urrent onservation requires that∫
dωTr{Σ<
inel
(ω)G>(ω)−Σ>
inel
(ω)G<(ω)} = 0, where Σ<,>
inel
are the self-energies due
to interations of types (i) and (ii) as dened above. This ondition says that what
is inelastially sattered into the entral region should ompensate what is inelasti-
ally sattered out of the entral region. It is not obvious that all hoies for the
self-energy funtionals fulll this ondition. A good example is the SCBA for the
eletron-phonon interation alulated from the undressed phonon Green's funtion
D0. The SCBA has been used reently to study the eets of the oupling between
eletrons and atomi motion in atomi wires [103,104℄. Other self-energy funtionals,
developed in the spirit of the SCBA and inluding more elaborate approximations for
the phonon propagators, have also been used to study the eets of the interation
between eletrons and atomi vibrations in model systems [42,105110℄ and in more re-
alisti atomi and moleular wires [111116℄. However the problem of non-equilibrium
transport through a oupled eletron-phonon system is very omplex to solve exatly,
and more work towards this diretion needs to be done.
Quantum kineti equations: It is possible to derive a quantum analog to the
Boltzmann semilassial equation for transport from the non-equilibrium Green's
funtions. The detailed derivation is rather omplex and has been well desribed
in other review artiles [100,117,118℄. Here we summarise the priniples for obtaining
suh quantum kineti equations.
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We start with the lesser Green's funtion G< given in a spae-time representation
(r, t) for a fermion eld operator in a solid. Then we perform a transformation
similar to that given in Appendix B by dening the entre-of-mass and time-average
oordinates (R, T ) ≡ 12 (r1 + r2, t1 + t2) and the relative oordinates (x, θ) ≡ (r1 −
r2, t1 − t2). The Green's funtion G<(r, θ;R, T ) expressed in these new oordinates
is Fourier transformed in spae and time with respet to the relative oordinates to
give G<(k, ω;R, T ), from whih is dened the so-alled Wigner distribution funtion
f(k, ω;R, T ) = iG<(k, ω;R, T ). The distribution f(k, ω;R, T ) is the quantum analog
of the semilassial distribution funtion f(r, v, t) used in the Boltzmann equation
for transport (v being the partile veloity at point (r, t))‡. In a system governed
by the laws of quantum mehanis, beause of the unertainty priniple and beause
sattering smears out the energy and momentum states, the usual relation between
energy and veloity does not hold any more. Thus we have to onsider a distribution
funtion of the type f(k, ω;R, T ) where the energy ω and momentum k are treated as
independent variables.
In order to get the quantum Boltzmann equation, we write the equation of
motion for the Green's funtion G<(k, ω;R, T ). This is the most diult part of
the problem espeially when we want to treat a many-body system with interations
[117,118℄. However the quantum distribution funtion f(k, ω;R, T ) is the only orret
distribution funtion to desribe partiles in an interating, many-body approah. In
the presene of an eletri eld, the following quantum Boltzmann equation an be
derived [117℄
∂
∂t
f + v · ∇rf + F ·
{∇k
m
+ v
∂
∂ω
}
f +
(
∂
∂t
f
)
S
= 0 , (17)
where F is the fore (eletri eld) ating on the eletron. An additional driving
term (v · F∂f/∂ω) is obtained in omparison to the usual Boltzmann equation. The
last term (∂f/∂t)S arises from the inelasti sattering due to interation between
partiles. It an be alulated by the use of self-energies Σ(ω) (arising from eletron-
eletron or eletron-phonon interations) in the orresponding equation of motion for
G<(k, ω;R, T ). One Eq. 17 is solved for the distribution funtion f(k, ω;R, T ), we
an alulate the marosopi quantities, as measured in various experiments, suh
as the eletroni density n(R, T ), the eletroni urrent j(R, T ), the energy density
nE(R, T ) and energy urrent jE(R, T ). The latter are obtained from the dierent
moments (in energy ω or momentum k) of the distribution funtion f . Finally, the
semilassial Boltzmann distribution f(R, v, T ) is found by integrating the distribution
funtion f(k = mv, ω;R, T ) over energy.
3.3. Moleular dynamis based methods
There have been many suggested ways to modify the standard Born-Oppenheimer
based moleular dynamis algorithms. It is usual to speak of their being broad
ategories of methods: surfae hopping and eetive interation. The former ategory
is very popular for studies of moleular systems, but has well-known deienies (it
is somewhat ad ho, and oherene between trajetories is lost). The latter approah
(usually in the Ehrenfest approximation) is popular for some problems but also has
‡ Note that the funtion f(k, ω;R, T ) = iG<(k, ω;R, T ) is related to the Wigner matrix used in CEID
(see setion 3.3.4) by an integral over the energy ω [119℄. However, as used in CEID the transform is
over nulear degrees of freedom, while here it is over eletroni ones.
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limitations. One reent method (Correlated Eletron-Ion dynamis [120123℄) sits
somewhere between the two usual ategories, though it is viewed as an extension of
the Ehrenfest approximation. We begin with a disussion of the Ehrenfest method
beause of its importane as a starting point for the other methods. We then present
alternative methods that attempt to overome its deienies.
3.3.1. Ehrenfest method This is a simple, but ingenious, method that suessfully
adds some non-adiabati features to moleular dynamis, but is inomplete. There
are many ways to derive the formal equations for this method, but the one we shall
use here most naturally leads us to CEID whih is disussed in detail below.
The Ehrenfest method onsists of two separate approximations: the eletrons
interat with the nulei through a lassial eld generated by its harge distribution
(a mean eld approximation, and the main soure of error); the nulei obey lassial
(Newtonian) mehanis. We will work with the density matrix.
The rst approximation allows us to write the full density matrix ρˆ as a tensor
produt of an eletron density matrix ρˆe and a nulear density matrix ρˆN : ρˆ = ρˆe⊗ρˆN .
If we substitute this into the quantum Liouville equation
dρˆ
dt
=
1
i~
[
Hˆ, ρˆ
]
(18)
and then trae out either the nulear or eletroni degrees of freedom we obtain the
following equations of motion:
dρˆe
dt
=
1
i~
[
H¯e, ρˆe
]
dρˆN
dt
=
1
i~
[
H¯N , ρˆN
]
(19)
where H¯e = TrN
{
HˆeρˆN
}
, H¯N = TˆN + Tre
{
Hˆeρˆe
}
, TrN {. . .} means a trae over
nulear oordinates, and Tre {. . .}means a trae over eletroni oordinates. The total
Hamiltonian (Hˆ) has been separated into the nulear kineti energy (TˆN ) and the rest
(Hˆe). It is the presene of the traes in the denitions of the eetive Hamiltonians
that results in the eletrons and nulei only responding to the lassial elds. Note that
below we show how the Ehrenfest approximation an lift the mean eld approximation
for the nulei beause they an be treated as lassial partiles with unique trajetories.
The lassial nature of the nulei is introdued by replaing the quantum
ommutator brakets by lassial Poisson brakets. The equation of motion for the
lassial nulear density matrix (now a phase spae density) beomes
dρN (~R, ~P )
dt
=
∑
ν
(
∂H¯N (~R)
∂Rν
∂ρN (~R, ~P )
∂Pν
− Pν
Mν
∂ρN(~R, ~P )
∂Rν
)
(20)
where Rν and Pν are the position and momentum oordinates and Mν is a nulear
mass. If we onsider just a single lassial trajetory (indiated by the subsript T )
then we have:
ρN (~R, ~P ) =
∏
ν
δ (Rν −RT,ν(t)) δ (Pν − PT,ν(t)) (21)
where RT,ν(t) and PT,ν(t) are the nulear positions and momenta along the trajetory.
Substituting Eq. 21 into Eq. 20 we obtain
R˙T,ν =
PT,ν
Mν
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P˙T,ν = − ∂H¯N(
~RT )
∂RT,ν
= −Tre
{
ρˆe
∂Hˆe(~RT )
∂RT,ν
}
(22)
Inserting this nulear density (Eq. 21) into the equation of motion for the eletrons
(Eq. 19) we obtain
dρˆe
dt
=
1
i~
[
Hˆe(~RT ), ρˆe
]
(23)
Equations 22 and 23 onstitute the Ehrenfest approximation. The use of a single
nulear trajetory in fat takes us halfway to introduing mirosopi utuations:
the eletrons now respond to individual nulei. However, the onverse is not true,
with the nulei still responding to an average distribution of eletrons.
This approximation an fail either when the nulei have to be treated as quantum
partiles (for example, when tunnelling takes plae), or the nulei respond to the
mirosopi utuations in the eletron harge density as well as the mean (for
example, Joule heating). In this review we are prinipally onerned with the latter
ase.
To make this more transparent, let us suppose that the eletroni density matrix
an be represented by a phase spae distribution ρe(~r, ~p) (this an be formally justied
by means of the Wigner transform as desribed in Appendix B). In this ase we have
H¯N (~R) =
∫
d~r d~p ρe(~r, ~p)He(~R;~r, ~p), and hene the fore on the nulei (F¯ν) due to the
eletrons and the other nulei is (Eq. 22) F¯ν = −
∫
d~r d~p ρe(~r, ~p)∂He(~R;~r, ~p)/∂Rν . If,
as for the nulei, we ould isolate a single eletroni trajetory ~rT (t), then the fore
would just be F¯ν = −∂He(~R;~rT , ~pT )/∂Rν . The integral, then, gives the average fore
produed by a set of trajetories with eah one ontributing to the fore with a weight
d~r d~p ρe(~r, ~p).
This averaging has the eet of reduing the ability of eletrons to pass energy to
the nulei. To understand this, onsider the following simple model. Suppose we have
one nuleus that experienes fores from the eletrons that have two ontributions:
~F = −k ~X + ~f(t). The rst, harmoni, term orresponds to motion on a Born-
Oppenheimer surfae. The small residual non-adiabati orretions are represented
by the fore
~f(t). Let us dene the energy of the nuleus as UN = P
2/2M + kX2/2.
The rate hange of this energy (the power given to the nuleus) satises U˙N = ~˙X · ~f(t).
If we now evaluate the average power supplied over some time interval τ we obtain〈
U˙N
〉
τ
=
1
τ
∫ t0+τ
t0
~˙X · ~f(t) dt (24)
If
~f(t) varies only slightly during a vibrational period of the nuleus, then the power
will be very small, as the average veloity of the nuleus is zero. If it utuates rapidly
but there are no orrelations between
~˙X and ~f , then the utuations average out and
the power again vanishes. However if we allow
~˙X to be a funtional of ~f , via the
equation of motion, then in Eq. 24 there are orrelated fore-veloity utuations,
whih an in turn be expressed in terms of the fore-fore orrelation funtion [51℄.
It is these orrelated utuations that generate the power. This result is known
as the utuation-dissipation theorem. The eet of the averaging over eletroni
trajetories in the Ehrenfest approximation is to break the mirosopi orrelations
between the fore experiened by the nuleus due to the eletrons and the momentum
of the nuleus, and thus to suppress the energy that an be transferred to the nuleus.
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This breaking of orrelation is aused by the averaging of the eletroni trajetories
for every nulear onguration.
The above analysis is most natural for metalli systems whih we an think of as
nulei embedded in a gas of rapidly moving light eletrons. For small moleules with
well spaed energy levels the ritiism of the Ehrenfest approximation an be made
dierently. The alulations usually involve an eletroni transition between two levels,
indued by the momentum of the nulei. It is found that the results are often in poor
agreement with aurate quantum alulations. This is explained by noting that the
single nulear trajetory experienes fores simultaneously from a number of partially
oupied energy surfaes, whereas it should be experiening it from one only, but
with separate trajetories on eah surfae. This is just another manifestation of the
averaging disussed above.
These problems manifest themselves in the failure to produe ertain outomes
in simulations, suh as heating of nulei by urrent arrying eletrons [51℄, thermal
equlibrium between eletrons and nulei [124,125℄, and orret transition probablilities
[126℄. Various shemes have been proposed to overome these problems. One starting
point is to reognise that the ioni wavefuntion rapidly deoheres after a transition
leading to modied equations of motion [127129℄, or to a stohasti algorithm in whih
trajetories on separate Born-Oppenheimer energy surfaes are treated as independent
(see Setion 3.3.2 below). Another is to treat the eletrons and nulei as having
orrelated motion leading to wavepaket-like methods [130, 131℄ (see Setion 3.3.4
below).
While the Ehrenfest approximation is often presented in the literature as a straw
man (that is, a method used simply to show how muh better other methods are), it
is also used to obtain useful results. Two appliations are:
(i) Time-dependent density funtional theory has been used suessfully to study
the frition fores experiened by hydrogen atoms sattering o a metalli
surfae [132℄. The frition is due to the exitation of eletrons by the moving
atoms. Energy transfer in this diretion is orretly desribed by the Ehrenfest
approximation.
(ii) Polymers have been suessfully studied quite extensively using the Ehrenfest
approximation within a simple tight binding model for the eletrons.
Investigations have inluded: polaron drift in an applied eletri eld [133℄; the
dynamis of polarons formed after the exitation of eletrons by photons [134℄;
the nuleation of stable self-loalised exitations [135℄.
3.3.2. Surfae hopping methods Surfae hopping was originally proposed by Tully
and Preston [136℄ as a phenomenologial extension of the lassial trajetory method
whih inorporates non-adiabati eets. In the lassial trajetory method, an
ensemble of trajetories sampling a series of initial onditions for a gas phase hemial
reation is integrated in time. Quantities suh as reation ross setions are obtained
as averages over the ensemble.
As mentioned in the previous setion, within the Ehrenfest approximation nulei
feel a fore from the eletrons that is an average over many eletroni trajetories. In
ases where adiabati eletroni states are lose to eah other in energy over relatively
small regions of spae and are well separated otherwise, as in the ase of a non-
adiabati hemial reation, when the nulei leave a region of strong oupling the
fore felt by them is a weighted average of the fore in eah surfae. Tully and
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Preston observe that "intuition requires that the motion take plae on one surfae or
the other". That is, after going through a region where there is signiant oupling
between surfaes the ions must stay on the original surfae on whih they were moving
or jump to a dierent one. This intuition is guided by the fat that in a moleular
beam experiment, reatants onvert to one set of produts or the other, but one
does not detet states whih are mixture of dierent produt hannels. This implies
some deoherene of any mixed state before the outome is measured (or during the
measurement), whih in turn suggests a piture of the dynamis in whih nulei move
adiabatially unless they enounter a region of strong non-adiabati oupling. This
an be either a point where adiabati surfaes ross or where they are lose in energy.
This idea was implemented into the rst realization of the surfae hopping
proedure by determining a xed region or set of points in onguration spae where
swithing between adiabati states is likely. When the system passes through those
regions during the dynamis the deision to hop to a dierent surfae is taken aording
to a probability alulated from the Landau-Zener expression (see setion 3.2.1). After
a jump to a dierent potential energy surfae has taken plae, the nulei hange their
potential energy by a nite amount, whih is small if the jump ours when the two
surfaes are lose to eah other. In order to onserve energy the surfae hopping
proedure must be omplemented with a presription on how to hange the veloities
of the nulei after a hop. In their original proposal, Tully and Preston resaled the
veloities in one partiular diretion, hosen from the topology of the potential energy
surfae and the alulated ouplings. As with the standard lassial trajetory method,
properties of interest are alulated from the properties of an ensemble of integrated
trajetories.
Tully later extended the method by lifting the onstraint of xed hopping regions
and named the new method Moleular Dynamis with Quantum Transitions (MDQT)
[137,138℄. In this method, the jumps between surfaes an our at any point during
the trajetory. The deision whether a hop should our and to whih surfae is
taken aording to a probability of a jump ourring. This is alulated from the
time evolving state populations, whih in turn is obtained from the simultaneous
integration of the nulear dynamis on a ertain adiabati potential energy surfae
and the equation of motion for the eletroni wave funtion or density matrix. This
starts by reasting the equations for Ehrenfest dynamis given before in terms of the
adiabati eletroni states (see setion Appendix A). First, the following anzatz is
made for the eletroni wavefuntion
Ψ(t) =
∑
j
cj(t)Φj(~R(t))
where Φn(~R(t)) are the adiabati eigenstates of the instantaneous eletroni
Hamiltonian, and are a funtion of time via the nulear oordinates. Replaing this
ansatz in the Shrödinger equation for the eletrons we obtain the following equation
of motion for the eletroni wavefuntion oeients:
i~c˙j = cjEj(~R(t)) − i~
∑
k
ckR˙ · ~dkj (25)
where the non-adiabati oupling vetor
~dkj is dened by
~dkj =
∫
Φ∗k(
~R(t))∇~RΦj(~R(t)) d~R.
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The same result an be obtained via a variational proedure from a suitably
onstruted Lagrangian [139℄. The seond term in Eq. 25 is the one responsible
for transitions between states. This transitions will be more eetive if the nulear
veloity points in the diretion of the non-adiabati oupling vetor. The rate of
hange of the population on a given state is given by the equation of motion for a
diagonal element of the eletroni density matrix:
ρ˙ii = −i~
∑
j
2Re
{
ρij ~R · ~dij
}
=
∑
j
bij (26)
Where we have taken into aount the fat that the matrix of non-adiabati oupling
vetors is anti-hermitian. The fewest swithes algorithm proposed by Tully was
designed so that the hoie of where to hop resembles the kineti Monte Carlo
integration of a master equation for the state oupations given by Eq. 26. In a
given time step the probability that a trajetory oupying state i hops to a dierent
state j is proportional to bij . This probability is onstrained in a way that minimizes
the number of hops required to ahieve onsisteny between the oupations and the
number of trajetories in the ensemble that oupy a given state. Tully demonstrates
that the algorithm ensures that at any time the number of trajetories in a given
state is representative of the oupation of that state. However, the problem with this
argument is that there is no unique set of oupations, but instead there is one for
eah trajetory. If the oupations of the states from dierent trajetories diverge fast
relative to one another beause the nulei follow dierent paths (something that will
our faster the more hops there are) then onsisteny will be lost [140℄.
In order to onserve energy whenever a hop ours the veloity omponent
pointing in the diretion of the non-adiabati oupling vetor is resaled. If, from
the algorithm, it is determined that a hop must our to a potential energy surfae for
whih there is not enough energy, the hop is aborted and the veloity in the diretion
of the non-adiabati oupling vetor is reversed [138℄. These lassially forbiden hops
an beome a problem if they our too often sine they ontribute to breaking the
onsisteny between the propagated oupations and the number of trajetories in a
given state [140℄.
Comparison with fully quantum results for simple systems shows that the method
produes qualitatively orret results [137, 141℄. Unlike the Ehrenfest method it
reprodues the orret Boltzman populations when the system is oupled to a
thermostat [125℄. The fat that for eah partiular trajetory a full quantum
wavefuntion is propagated means that the method aounts in some way for oherene
within eah trajetory and some eets due to interferene an be reprodued [137℄.
However no interferene exists between trajetories. Further, it is diult to asses,
beause of the way in whih the interation between nulear and eletroni degrees of
freedom is treated, whether the resulting quantum oherene eets are meaningful
[142℄. One partiular problem is the fat that the method seems to work only when
the eletroni states are represented in an adiabati basis [143℄. This is probably due
to the fat that the use of this basis leads to the least number of hops [144℄. The
resaling of the veloity after a hop, whih is another ontroversial feature of surfae
hopping, an be justied in a number of ways by semilassial arguments [145, 146℄.
Although the replaement of the propagation of a single, fully oherent, wavefuntion
by an ensemble of trajetories an be made plausible by semilassial arguments [143℄
some aspets of the method are learly ad ho making it diult to improve in a
systemati way, or to predit in whih situations it an be applied suessfully.
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Extensions of the method exist for ases in whih there are both disrete and
ontinuum states [147℄. They either use dierent shemes to hoose when to hop [148℄
or replae sudden hops by a ontinuous swithing [149℄. Prezhdo and Rossky proposed
a ombination of the Ehrenfest and surfae hopping proedures in whih the fore used
to propagate the nulear trajetory omes from the integration of Ehrenfest equations,
not just one adiabati state, but this wavefuntion is redued to a single adiabati state
when a hop ours or when the validity of the Ehrenfest approximation is violated
aording to some pre-established riteria [150℄.
Tully's MDQT is one of the most used methods to deal with problems in
whih oupling between eletrons and ions is fundamental. In partiular, it has
been extensively used to study non-adiabati proesses in liquids, given that the
omplexity of liquid struture prevents appliation of other tehniques. One of the
rst appliations of the method was to the problem of the solvated eletron. Spae
and Coker explored the relaxation of an exess eletron in dense uid helium. MDQT
provided information on the dependene of the eletroni relaxation proess on the
initial eletroni state [151℄. Later, MDQT and some of its variants were applied to
an exess eletron in water [152154℄. Another lassial problem to whih the method
has been applied is the simplest photohemial reation in solution, photodissoiation
of a diatomi moleule. Coker's group pioneered the appliation of MDQT to this
problem, studying the photodissoiation of I2 in liquid and solid rare gases [155,156℄.
Others later studied photodissoiation of diatomi moleules embedded in rare gas
lusters [157,158℄. The ase of the ICN moleule whih an isomerize after dissoiation
has been studied in rare gas matries [159℄, where some of the vibrational modes of
the moleule were inluded within the quantum desription, in bulk water [160℄ and
at the liquid/vapour interfae of water [161℄. An important eet of the solvent in
the ase of photodissoiation is that some proesses whih our with high quantum
yields in the gas phase are inhibited in the solvent. This eet is explained in
terms of the aging of the reatants whih are held together in the solvent and
have the opportunity to reombine. Partiularly dramati is the ase of azomethane
(H3CNNCH3) whih photodissoiates in the gas phase but isomerizes around the NN
double bond in the solvent. This problem was studied using surfae hopping in the
group of Persio [162164℄, beoming one of the rst non-adiabati simulations of
ondensed phase photohemistry with a realisti solvent and a polyatomi solute.
Sine photodissoiation is a lassi problem in photohemistry, there are abundant
experimental results for these systems whih an be ompared with the results obtained
from the simulations. In general the agreement has been found to be good.
Relaxation of a harge transfer exited state via intramoleular eletron transfer in
solution is another lassi example of a non-adiabati problem in solution hemistry.
Lobaugh and Rossky studied the relaxation of exited betaine in aetonitrile. The
eletroni struture of the moleule was desribed using onguration interation
applied to a simple semiempirial model [165℄. The authors found that besides the
motion of the solvent, whih is eetive during the initial stages of the relaxation from
the exited state, also some internal motions of the moleule played a fundamental
role in the relaxation proess.
Photoisomerization around a double bond is a paradigmati example of non-
adiabati hemistry, and important biologial funtions suh as vision hinge on it.
Surfae hopping has been used to study the photoisomerization of butadiene [166℄, the
hromophore of the photoative yellow protein [167℄ and of retinal in bateriorhodopsin
[168℄. Azobenzenes are one lass of ompounds that an be used for the generation of
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materials whih hange their properties via illumination. Trans to is isomerization
of azobenzene is the key for this eet, and surfae hopping has reently been used to
solve some ontroversy on the detailed mehanism of the proess [169℄.
Very few appliations of surfae hopping to proesses in solids exist. Yokozawa
and Miyamoto studied the breaking of Si-H bonds from H terminated O vaanies in
SiO2 by hot eletrons using a primitive ombination of the surfae hopping proedure
and rst priniples moleular dynamis [170℄. Bruening and Friedman used surfae
hopping and a tight binding Hamiltonian to desribe harge transfer from a onduting
polymer to C60 moleules [171℄. Bah and Gross treated with surfae hopping the
problem of harge transfer in moleule-surfae sattering [144℄.
An important diulty with the implementation of surfae hopping proedures
is the need for aurate adiabati states and non-adiabati oupling vetors whih
must be obtained from some model desription of the eletroni struture or as a
parametrization of ab initio results prior to the simulation. Reently, surfae hopping
has been implemented in ab initio moleular dynamis methods with on the y
alulation of the eletroni struture. Doltsinis and Marx have implemented surfae
hopping within a restrited open-shell Kohn-Sham sheme [172℄ whih allows the
alulation of the low lying exited states and the orresponding oupling vetors
between states [173℄. The method was applied to is-trans photoisomerization of
formaldimine (H2CNH) [173℄, exited state proton transfer and internal onversion of
o-hydroxybenzaldehyde [174℄, and the photostability of methylated DNA bases [175℄.
Prezhdo et al. have implemented a similar sheme where the adiabati states used
for the surfae hopping propagation are dierent exited Kohn-Sham determinants
and applied the method to study the nonradiative relaxation of the hromophore
of the green uoresent protein and eletron injetion from alizarin into titanium
dioxide [176℄.
Reently, some new formulations of surfae hopping tehniques have appeared
whih are onstruted from well dened approximations of the exat quantum
dynamis [177179℄. These tehniques have up to now been demonstrated to produe
exellent results when ompared with exat alulations for model systems, and some
small problems [178℄. Perhaps in the future these formally orret methods will beome
available for realisti ondensed phase systems.
3.3.3. Frozen Gaussian Approximation and related methods In this setion, we will
over the Frozen Gaussian approximation (FGA) and various related semilassial
(SC) tehniques inluding the Initial Value Representation (IVR) and the Herman-
Kluk propagator. We will also onsider methods whih use the FGA for nulear
wavefuntions (one of these, surfae hopping, whih sometimes uses FGA for the nulei
is disussed in Setion 3.3.2). There are various other reviews of these tehniques
whih go into more detail: a thorough, though very formal, review of semilassial
methods [180℄; an overview of SC-IVR methods [181℄; a disussion of wavepaket
(FGA) and surfae hopping methods [182℄; and a more general review overing time
dependent methods for large systems [183℄.
The use of gaussian wavepakets as a basis for nulear wavefuntions started
in sattering alulations whih relegated the eletrons to the role of providing a
potential; their use was pioneered by Heller [184189℄. From this work, he proposed
that a simple way to broaden single lassial trajetories would be to use a Gaussian
funtion whose width was xed and whose average position and momentum followed
that trajetory [190℄. For a gaussian entred on the phase-spae point (r,p) with
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width γ, we write:
〈x|r,p〉 =
(
2γ
π
)N/4
exp
[−γ(x− r)2 + ip · (x− r)/~] (27)
The semilassial approximation (due originally to Van Vlek [191℄ as an extension
of the WKB method to time-dependent problems) provides a way to address dynamis.
Consider the amplitude to hange from state 1 to state 2 for a system with ontinuous
position and momentum (r,p):
T1→2 = 〈Ψ2
∣∣∣e−iHˆt/~∣∣∣Ψ1〉 = ∫ ∫ dr1dr2Ψ⋆2(r2) 〈r2| e−iHˆt/~ |r1〉Ψ1(r1)(28)
The semilassial approximation hanges the propagator to:
〈r2
∣∣∣e−iHˆt/~∣∣∣ r1〉 = ∑
roots
CeiS(r2,r1)/~ (29)
S(r2, r1) =
∫ t
0
dt′ (T (t′)− V (t′))
Here S(r2, r1) is the lassial ation for the trajetory going from r1 to r2 in time t;
this makes lear the onnetion to Feynman's path-integral formulation of quantum
mehanis. The fator C ontains a number of fators whih there is not spae to
disuss here (see for instane Ref. [181, 192℄). The sum over roots arises from the
stationary phase limit [193℄ whih gives all lassial paths for whih δS = 0. Solving
this equation as written gives a non-linear boundary value problem, where all values
of p1 whih yield r2 must be found; this will lead, in general, to multiple roots.
The initial value representation replaes the integration over nal oordinates,
dr2, with integration over initial momenta, dp1 (bringing in a Jaobian with the
hange of variables). The sum over roots also disappears beause the initial onditions
determine a unique lassial trajetoty. We an write:∑
roots
∫
dr2 =
∫
dp1
∣∣∣∣ ∂r2∂p1
∣∣∣∣ (30)
This approximation allows some quantum interferene and tunnelling eets to be
desribed, while involving only real, lassial trajetories.
The most ommonly used ombination of a Frozen Gaussian basis, and the
semilassial IVR is the Herman-Kluk propagator [194,195℄.
ψ(x, t) =
∫
dNrid
Npi
(2π~)N
〈x|rt,pt〉C(ri,pi, t)
× exp [iS(ri,pi, t)/~] 〈ri,pi|ψ0〉,
for an N -dimensional problem. A trajetory starts at phase spae point (ri,pi) and
runs for time t to a phase spae point (rt,pt). The form of the semilassial prefator
required is important if the alulation is to be arried over long time periods [195℄:
C(ri,pi, t) =
∣∣∣∣12
(
∂pt
∂pi
+
∂rt
∂ri
− 2γi~ ∂rt
∂pi
+
i
2γ~
∂pt
∂ri
)∣∣∣∣1/2 (31)
The SC wavepaket methods desribed thus far have the important features of
time-reversal and unitarity [196℄. However, in their original form, there are often
rapid osillations in the integrand whih ause problems with onvergene. These
osillations were shown to be signiantly damped [197℄ by the merging of the ellular
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dynamis method [198℄ with the Herman-Kluk propagator. Other solutions to this
problem inlude time integration over short periods [199℄ yielding eetive averaging
over the short period. Still within the realm of reative sattering, the limitations
of the Herman-Kluk propagator have been explored in 2D and 4D modelling of H2
sattering from Cu(001) [200℄. The 2D simulation was not suiently aurate,
while the full 4D simulation required inordinate amounts of omputational eort.
There has been appliation to non-adiabati eletroni evolution, in partiular to the
anonial problem of eletron solvation [201℄. In this area, FG propagation oupled
with perturbation theory has been ompared to the surfae-hopping tehniques [202℄.
In regimes where tunnelling is important, surfae hopping is less aurate, though the
FG propagation is only aurate over short timesales, and an depend on the width
hosen for the Gaussian. Some analysis of the auray of using lassial mehanis
for the propagation of the wavepakets in ondensed many-body systems [203℄ showed
that while the wavefuntion an spread (losing the justiation for the FGA), densities
ontinue to be loalised, due to interferene eets. These ideas have been applied
to the alulation of non-linear optial response funtions, with reasonable auray
[204℄. These SC-IVR methods sale exponentially with the number of degrees of
freedom [205℄ though this does depend on the number of nal states ontributing and
the energy resolution required.
In order to model non-adiabati transitions, the FGA (and any SC-IVR) must
be extended. It has been shown [192, 206℄ that it is possible to linearise the SC-
IVR [207℄, splitting the entire system into a system and a bath; and expansion is then
made in terms of the bath oordinates, using Wigner distributions. This tehnique
has been applied to simple models (a Morse osillator oupled to a single harmoni
mode) [192℄, and the spin boson problem with dierent spetral weights [206, 208℄,
with good agreement to exat results.
The multiple-spawning tehnique [209211℄ uses frozen Gaussians as basis
funtions during a time-dependent simulation. An eetive non-adiabati oupling
is monitored between two states I and I ′; using a diabati (see Appendix A)
representation for the eletroni wavefuntions, this an be written as :
d(R) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 〈I|Hˆ |I
′〉
VII(R)− VI′I′(R)
∣∣∣∣∣ (32)
When this oupling for state I exeeds a threshold, new nulear wavefuntions are
added (or spawned) on the new state I ′ at a onstant rate (so that more wavefuntions
are added the longer the system remains in the area of non-adiabati oupling).
These new funtions are then propagated, and an themselves spawn. This leads
to a system whose nulear degrees of freedom follow multiple trajetories on dierent
surfaes simultaneously. It has been applied suessfully, among other things, to
a two dimensional non-reative ollision [211℄, and more reently to light-driven
reations [212℄.
The Zhu-Nakamura (ZN) theory [57℄ for non-adiabati transitions (an extension
of the Landau-Zener formalism that works with adiabati states) has been ombined
with the use of frozen Gaussians for the nulear wavefuntions [213215℄ to extend
both theories, both with the surfae hopping formalism [213,214℄ (speially using ZN
theory to alulate the non-adiabati transitions) and as a separate method [215℄. This
approah has the advantage of giving the rates from an analyti theory, while allowing
nulear wavefuntion propagation, and works well in multidimensional problems (by
omparison to more ompliated and ostly numerial alulations of the problems).
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Figure 3. The entral idea in orrelated eletron ion dynamis is that the width
of a nulear wave paket is narrow on the length sale of the separation between
nulei. That is, W ≪ d where d is a typial distane between nulei. In this gure
the mean density of the nulei as a funtion of position R is given the symbol ρN .
Correlations between the eletrons and nulei are maintained by allowing the
eletroni state to vary as a funtion of position of the nulei within the wave
paket.
3.3.4. Correlated eletron-ion dynamis The small amplitude moment expansion is
a sheme to introdue the orrelations between the eletroni utuations and the
nulei that are missing in the Ehrenfest approximation [51℄. When this expansion is
ombined with moleular dynamis, we refer to it as Correlated Eletron-Ion Dynamis
(CEID). The starting point is the Ehrenfest equations (whih are, of ourse exat, and
whih give the name to the approximation):
˙¯Rν =
P¯ν
Mν
˙¯P ν = F¯ν
F¯ν = − Tr
{
ρˆ
∂Hˆe
∂Rˆν
}
(33)
where R¯ν = Tr
{
Rˆν ρˆ
}
and P¯ν = Tr
{
Pˆν ρˆ
}
, and Rˆν and Pˆν are the position and
momentum operators for the nulei. In the Ehrenfest approximation we were able to
work with a single trajetory: in that ase R¯ν = RT,ν and P¯ν = PT,ν . However, sine
the Ehrenfest equations refers to quantum nulei, the unertainty priniple makes it
impossible to have individual trajetories. The best we an manage are narrow wave
pakets (see gure 3). In this ase R¯ν and P¯ν orrespond to the trajetory of the mean
of the wave paket.
If the wave pakets really are narrow (whih they often are in ondensed systems),
then we an expand Hˆe(Rˆ) about R¯ in the following way [120℄ (where Rˆ and R¯ stand
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for the set of oordinates
{
Rˆν
}
and
{
R¯ν
}
respetively):
Hˆe(Rˆ) = Hˆe(R¯) +
∑
ν
∆Rˆν
∂Hˆe(R¯)
∂R¯ν
+
1
2
∑
νν′
∆Rˆν∆Rˆν′
∂2Hˆe(R¯)
∂R¯ν∂R¯ν′
+ · · · (34)
where ∆Rˆν = Rˆν − R¯ν . Then the mean fore (Eq. 33) satises
F¯ν = −Tre
{
ρˆe
∂Hˆe(R¯)
∂R¯ν
}
−
∑
ν′
Tre
{
µˆ1,ν′
∂2Hˆe(R¯)
∂R¯ν∂R¯ν′
}
−1
2
∑
ν′ν′′
Tre
{
µˆ2,ν′ν′′
∂3Hˆe(R¯)
∂R¯ν∂R¯ν′∂R¯ν′′
}
+· · · (35)
where ρˆe = TrN {ρˆ}, µˆ1,ν = TrN
{
ρˆ∆Rˆν
}
, and µˆ2,νν′ = TrN
{
ρˆ∆Rˆν∆Rˆν′
}
. The rst
term in Eq. 35 is the Ehrenfest approximation. The higher terms aount for the fat
that the wave paket has some nite width, and that the mean fore must inlude
an average over the paths inluded within the paket. However, at this point it is
important to note a fundamental distintion. There are two separate ontributions
to the total width of the wave paket. The more obvious is just the normal quantum
width of the nuleus, and this ontributes to µˆ2,νν′ and higher moments. The other
ontribution is due to transitions between Born-Oppenheimer surfaes. If a nuleus
starts a trajetory on one partiular Born-Oppenheimer energy surfae, and there is
some oupling to another surfae, then that trajetory will split into two trajetories,
one on eah surfae. Sine the fores experiened on eah surfae an be dierent the
two trajetories an deviate from one another, produing broadening of the total wave
paket. The rst moment (µˆ1,ν) ontains only this ontribution, but it appears in all
other moments as well.
We now seek to understand the meaning of the moments. First we note that
ρˆe, µˆ1,ν and µˆ2,νν′ are eletroni operators (the traes have only been taken over
the nulear degrees of freedom). We an therefore take matrix elements with respet
to eletroni states. Suppose we have energy surfaes α haraterised by a set of
eletroni states |α〉. We then have
ρe,αα = 〈α|ρˆe|α〉 =
∫
ραα(~R)d~R
µ1,ν,αα = 〈α|µˆ1,ν |α〉 =
∫
ραα(~R) (Rν − R¯ν) d~R
µ2,νν′,αα = 〈α|µˆ2,νν′ |α〉 =
∫
ραα(~R) (Rν − R¯ν)(Rν′ − R¯ν′) d~R (36)
where ραα(~R) = 〈α~R|ρˆ|α~R〉, and is the ioni density projeted onto surfae α. Thus
ρe,αα is just the probability of being on surfae α. If we dene the mean value of
some observable Qˆ on surfae α to be 〈α|Qˆ|α〉/ρe,αα then µ1,ν,αα just equals the mean
position of the nuleus on the surfae, measured relative to the mean trajetory R¯ν ,
multiplied by the probability of being on that surfae. Similarly, µ2,νν′,αα gives the
width of the paket moving on surfae α, multiplied by the probability of being on
that surfae, and thus is a measure of the quantum width of the nuleus.
Thus, in summary, the small amplitude moment expansion orrets the Ehrenfest
approximation by allowing dierent trajetories on dierent energy surfaes, and by
giving the nulei a nite quantum width. To make this into a pratial method we
need some eient way of evaluating the moments µˆ1,ν , µˆ2,νν′ , et. This is ahieved by
integrating their equations of motion [120℄. These equations follow from the Liouville
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equation (Eq. 18), and the denition of the moments. Thus we have
dρˆe
dt
=
1
i~
[
Hˆe(R¯), ρˆe
]
− 1
i~
∑
ν
[
Fˆν , µˆ1,ν
]
+ · · ·
dµˆ1,ν
dt
=
λˆ1,ν
Mν
+
1
i~
[
Hˆe(R¯), µˆ1,ν
]
+ · · ·
dλˆ1,ν
dt
=
1
2
(
∆Fˆν ρˆe + ρˆe∆Fˆν
)
−
∑
ν′
1
2
(
Kˆνν′ µˆ1,ν′ + µˆ1,ν′Kˆνν′
)
+
1
i~
[
Hˆe(R¯), λˆ1,ν
]
+ · · ·(37)
where Fˆν = −∂Hˆe(R¯)/∂R¯ν , ∆Fˆν = Fˆν − F¯ν , Kˆνν′ = ∂2Hˆe(R¯)/∂R¯ν∂R¯ν′ , λˆ1,ν =
TrN
{
ρˆ∆Pˆν
}
and ∆Pˆν = Pˆν − P¯ν . We an obtain a rather straightforward
interpretation of these equations by onsidering matrix elements of the moments with
respet to the eletroni states |α〉, provided Hˆe(R¯)|α〉 = i~∂|α〉/∂t. Under these
onditions from Eq. 37 we obtain
dρe,αα
dt
= − 1
i~
∑
να′
(Fν,αα′µ1,ν,α′α − µ1,ν,αα′Fν,α′α) + · · ·
dµ1,ν,αα
dt
=
λ1,ν,αα
Mν
+ · · ·
dλ1,ν,αα
dt
= ∆Fν,ααρe,αα +
1
2
∑
α′( 6=α)
(∆Fν,αα′ρe,α′α + ρe,αα′∆Fν,α′α) + · · ·(38)
The rst equation (for the diagonal elements of the eletroni density matrix) tells
us that transitions between Born-Oppenheimer surfaes are driven by fore ouplings
between the surfaes. If we think of µ1,ν,αα as the position of a nuleus on the surfae
multiplied by the probability of being on the surfae, and λ1,ν,αα as the momentum
of a nuleus on the surfae multiplied by the probability of being on the surfae (see
Eq. 36), then the seond equation just gives the usual relation between veloity and
momentum (provided the probability of being on the surfae is not hanging). Finally,
the third equation relates the rate of hange of momentum of the nuleus on the surfae
to the fore that it is experiening (the diagonal fore term), plus some additional
orretions derived from the non-adiabati interations. Thus we see that the small
amplitude moment expansion at lower orders is desribing lassial trajetories on
multiple Born-Oppenheimer surfaes.
For a pratial implementation of the sheme we need to trunate the innite
hierarhy of equations of motion for the moments. If we work with a xed order of
expansion for the Hamiltonian (in pratie dropping ubi and higher terms in the
Taylor expansion in Eq. 34), then for the highest order moments for whih we have
equations of motion there will be additional moments appearing in those equations
for whih there is no orresponding equation of motion. To produe losure we
therefore need to estimate these higher moments from the lower ones already evaluated.
For metalli systems, where nulear wave pakets mostly breathe without splitting,
satisfatory results have been obtained [121,122℄ by a mean eld approximation whih
relates µˆ2,νν′ and other seond moment operators to produts of their own traes and
ρˆe. This proedure is a simple ase of a general formalism whih is urrently under
development. First we reonstrut an approximate density matrix from the known
moments, then we perform the neessary traes with this density matrix to produe
the required additional moments. This proess is made muh easier beause of two
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remarkable theorems. Consider a density matrix for whih a Wigner transform has
been arried out over the nulear derees of freedom (see Appendix B), to give ρˆW (~R~P )
whih is an eletroni operator whih depends parametrially on the nulear positions
and momenta. For one nulear degree of freedom the rst theorem states [216℄ that∫
RnPmρˆW (RP ) dR dP =
(
1
2
)n n∑
l=0
Cnl Tr
{
ρˆRˆlPˆmRˆn−l
}
(39)
whih relates the moments of the Wigner matrix to those of the density matrix. The
seond theorem states that for quadrati Hamiltonians the moments appearing in
CEID an always be written in the form given by the right-hand side of Eq. 39. In
short, CEID moments are moments of the Wigner funtion. This has two immediate
onsequenes. First, we do not have to worry about the order of the operators in
the moments, so that we an ompletely haraterise the moments by the powers of
position and momentum. Seond, sine the Wigner funtion is a funtion of salars we
an approximate this funtion using standard tehniques, rather than attempting the
muh more omplex proess of approximating funtions of operators. For CEID we
use harmoni osillator eigenfuntions to expand the Wigner funtion (an approah
whih has been used in other similar ontexts [217℄). The nal result is that the
unknown moments an be expressed as a linear ombination of the known, with
onstant oeients§. An alternative approah (that has not been investigated with
CEID) has been used in a related method [218℄.
To use this method with popular approximate eletroni struture methods (suh
as Hartree-Fok or tight binding - and possibly density funtional theory, though
there are additional theoretial problems in this ase) it is neessary to redue the
N-eletron problem into a 1-eletron problem (that is, an extension of Hartree-Fok
theory). This is ahieved by taking the N -eletron equations of motion (Eq. 37) and
taking a trae over all the eletrons exept one. This produes equations of motion
for 1-eletron operators. However, in those equations of motion 2-eletron operators
appear. To redue the theory to a pure 1-eletron theory we need to replae these 2-
eletron operators with suitable funtions of 1-eletron operators. This is based on the
density matrix produt used in the Hartree-Fok approximation. In matrix notation
the produt is ρ(12, 1′2′) ≈ ρ(1, 1′)ρ(2, 2′)−ρ(1, 2′)ρ(2, 1′), where the numbers 1 and 2
refer to the set of indies for eletrons 1 and 2 respetively. However, this equation by
itself is not enough. There are two reasons: rst, we need to approximate 2-eletron
moments as well as the eletroni density matrix [120℄; seond, sine the eletron
density matrix used in CEID involves a trae over multiple nulear ongurations, we
need to take an appropriate average of produts of single partile density matries,
even for the eletron density matrix [121℄. In both ases the starting point is the same,
namely to write the moment (qˆ) we are interested in terms of the produt of nulear
utuations (Qˆ) in the following way
qˆ = TrN
{
Qˆρˆ
}
=
∫
Q(~R′ ~R)ρˆ(~R ~R′) d~R d~R′
=
∫
Q(~R′ ~R)ρN (~R ~R′)ρˆe(~R ~R′) d~R d~R
′
(40)
§ There are also additional orretion terms that appear in the equations of motion for the moments
beause of the trunation. These emerge by deriving the equations of motion from an eetive
Lagrangian. This work will be desribed in a forthoming paper.
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where ρˆ(~R ~R′) = 〈~R|ρˆ|~R′〉, ρN (~R ~R′) = Tre
{
ρˆ(~R ~R′)
}
and ρˆe(~R ~R′) × ρN (~R ~R′) =
ρˆ(~R ~R′). The operator ρˆe(~R ~R′) is an eletroni density matrix to whih we apply
the Hartree-Fok approximation. To evaluate the integrals over nulear oordinates
we need to make an approximation for the
~R dependene of ρˆe(~R ~R′). We make a
Taylor expansion in powers of ∆~R about ρˆe(R¯R¯), whih orresponds to weak dynami
oupling between the eletrons and nulei. For details see referenes [120, 121℄. Here
we briey onsider the the result of the above proedure for the eletroni density
matrix:
ρ(2)e (12; 1
′2′) ≈ ρ(1)e (11′)ρ(1)e (22′)− ρ(1)e (12′)ρ(1)e (21′) +∑
νν′
DRRνν′
(
µ
(1)
1,ν′(11
′)µ
(1)
1,ν(22
′)− µ(1)1,ν′(12′)µ(1)1,ν(21′)
)
+ . . . (41)
where ρ
(2)
e (12; 1′2′), ρ
(1)
e (11′) and µ
(1)
1,ν′(11
′) are the matrix representations of the two-
eletron density matrix, the one eletron density matrix and the one eletron rst
moment respetively. The matrix DRRνν′ is the inverse of C
RR
νν′ = Tre {µˆ2,νν′}. We
see that the density matrix is not quite idempotent even for noninterating eletrons,
whih is beause there are eletron-ion orrelations and a dynamial response of the
eletrons to nulear utuations. This response, desribed by the seond term, sreens
the ion-ion interations. The resultant dynamial stiness orretions are essential for
getting the orret phonon struture and inelasti eletron-phonon spetrum [121,122℄.
Historially, CEID was developed to allow eletri urrent indued heating
in nanosale devies to be modelled. Therefore, open boundaries have been a
onsideration from the beginning, and have now been implemented in two ways.
The rst starts from Eqs. 33 and 37 given above [123, 219℄. To produe a nite
system with open boundaries we onsider our system as being embedded in an innite
environment, and apply our equations of motion to the innite ombined system.
Clearly we annot expliitly evolve the eletron density matrix and the moments for
an innite system, so we make use of the fat that we an write down analyti solutions
for the evolution of the eletron density matrix and the moments provided that the
Hamiltonian does not vary with time. This allows us to write down losed form
solutions for the environment whih we then ouple to the expliit time evolution of the
system in whih we are interested. To produe numerially stable solutions it is found
neessary to introdue a small amount of damping into the environment. For details
see referenes [123, 219℄. The seond sheme, whih is urrently under development,
ahieves numerial simpliations at the expense of additional approximations.
So how does this method ompare with others? We have already disussed its
relationship to the Ehrenfest approximation, and learly it introdues those essential
features to the theory that allow a proper transfer of energy between eletrons and
nulei. From Eq. 38 we an see some orrespondene with surfae hopping (see
setion 3.3.2), but with the important dierene that dierent trajetories are able
to remain oherent with one another as they are treated simultaneously rather than
independently. A further important feature is that this method reprodues results
of Fermi's golden rule for the exhange of energy between eletrons are nulear
provided that the seond moment is retained [121℄. More broadly, the strengths of
CEID are that it is not perturbative, it does not invoke the notion of phonons and
is inherently anharmoni, it avoids lassial interpretations of quantum transitions,
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and it in priniple ontains the mutual sreening of the three interations (eletron-
eletron, eletron-nuleus, nuleus-nuleus), while retaining the oneptual framework
of moleular dynamis.
CEID is still a rather young method, so a limited range of results has so far
been produed. It has been applied to Joule heating in atomi wires [120℄, in whih
ase it was found that the rst moments (µˆ1,ν and λˆ1,ν) were essential for produing
the orret heating. The seond moments (whih involve ∆Rˆν∆Rˆν′ , ∆Pˆν∆Rˆν′ and
∆Pˆν∆Pˆν′) are needed to desribe the hange in eletrial resistane due to inreased
nulear vibrations [121, 122℄. One these were inluded, it was possible to reprodue
the spetral signature of the inelasti sattering of eletrons by nulei.
4. Conlusion and future diretions
Above we have surveyed some of the phenomena resulting from, and the urrent state
of theories for understanding, the exhange of energy between eletrons and nulei.
Aurate modelling of the phenomena is a hard problem beause of its intrinsially
many-body and orrelated nature. As a onsequene, all the theories are in need of
further development, as has been indiated in the text. As the dierent theories have
dierent attributes (some are perturbative, others are based on moleular dynamis,
and so on), they an naturally be applied to dierent problems. So there is a need for
development on more than one front.
The biggest advane is probably going to be in the range of problems to
be addressed using these tehniques. There are now standard phenomena that
are studied or used to test novel methods, suh as heating in nanoontats, or
photodissoiation, but they are limited in sope. Non-equilibrium phenomena, by
ontrast, are ubiquitous. Certainly the modelling of moleular eletroni devies
and biologial moleules assoiated with non-equilibrium eletrons (suh as DNA and
retinal) have already begun to be investigated, and their importane must surely
inrease. Other problems that should benet from new methods inlude the evolution
of radiation damage and inelasti tunneling spetrosopy arried out with STMs.
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Appendix A. Eletron-phonon Hamiltonians
There are two ommon approahes to building Hamiltonians that ouple eletroni
and nulear dynamis (adiabati states and stati lattie states). Even though they
have been shown to give formally the same answers in lowest order perturbation
theory [220℄, there may be pratial reasons for hoosing one over the other. We
summarise the basi equations for eah ase below. Oasionally it is useful to use the
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diabati representation of the eletroni states. This is obtained from the adiabati
representation disussed below by a unitary transform that makes the nulear kineti
energy operator diagonal.
Appendix A.1. Adiabati states
The Hamiltonian for a system of eletrons and nulei we write as Hˆ = TˆN + Hˆe(Rˆ),
where TˆN is the nulear kineti energy, Hˆe(Rˆ) is the Hamiltonian for eletrons in
the eld of the nulei, and Rˆ is the position operator for all the nulei. In the Born-
Oppenheimer (adiabati) separation, we assume that we an neglet the nulear kineti
energy to begin with. This then produes the following Shrödinger equation for the
eletrons in the eld of the nulei
Hˆe(~R)Φn(~R) = En(~R)Φn(~R) (A.1)
Note that nulear positions are now represented by numbers
~R, and not operators.
The subsript n indexes the Born-Oppenheimer surfaes. Now that we have a set of
eletroni states Φn(~R), adiabati nulear states χnN an be generated by treating
En(~R) as an eetive potential for the nulei, giving(
TˆN + En(~R)
)
χnN = UnNχnN (A.2)
where the subsript N indexes the allowed nulear states, and UnN is the total
adiabati energy (eletrons and nulei). Equipped with these states, we an now
use Fermi's Golden Rule to nd transition rates between the produt states ΨnN =
χnNΦn, giving the matrix elements MnNn′N ′ =
∫
d~Rd~rΨ∗nNHˆΨn′N ′
MnNn′N ′ = UnNδnn′δNN ′
+
∫
d~Rχ∗nNχn′N ′
[∫
d~rΦ∗nTˆNΦn′ +
∑
ν
Pˆνχn′N ′
Mνχn′N ′
∫
d~rΦ∗nPˆνΦn′
]
(A.3)
where ~r is the set of eletroni positions, the subsript ν indexes the individual nulear
oordinates, Pˆν is the orresponding nulear momentum operator, andMν the nulear
mass. The energies appearing in Fermi's Golden Rule are UnN . If we assume that
the energy surfaes on whih the nulei are moving are harmoni, then the nulear
wave funtions are the simple harmoni osillator wave funtions haraterised by a
frequeny, a mass, and an equilibrium position. Further, the energies will satisfy
UnN = En(~Rn,0) +
∑
α
(
nNα +
1
2
)
~ωn,α (A.4)
where
~Rn,0 orresponds to the equilibrium positions of nulei on surfae n, and α is
an index running over the normal modes whih have angular frequenies ωn,α and
oupanies nNα. The surfae dependene of the vibrational frequenies is often
negleted, that is ωn,α = ω0,α.
Appendix A.2. Stati lattie states
This approah starts with the following partitioning of the Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = TˆN + Hˆe(~R)
= [TˆN + E0(~R)− E0(~R0)] + Hˆe(~R0) + [(Hˆe(~R)− E0(~R))− (Hˆe(~R0)− E0(~R0))]
= HˆN + Hˆe(~R0) + HˆeN (A.5)
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where
~R0 is the equilibrium positions of the nulei in the ground state, and E0(~R)
is the ground state Born-Oppenheimer energy surfae. The eletroni states Φn are
given by
Hˆe(~R0)Φn = EnΦn (A.6)
There are two important limits in whih we an dene the states of the nulear
subsystem. When the eletron-nulear oupling HˆeN is always weak then the referene
nulear wavefuntions χN are found from
HˆNχN =WNχN (A.7)
Fermi's Golden Rule an then be used to nd transition rates between the produt
states ΨnN = χNΦn, giving the matrix elements
MnNn′N ′ = (En +WN ) δNN ′δnn′ +
∫
d~Rd~r χ∗NΦ
∗
nHˆeNχN ′Φn′ (A.8)
In the limit of small ioni displaements we an use a linear approximation for the
interation Hamiltonian, whih is HˆeN ≈ (~R− ~R0) · ~∇Hˆe(~R0), where we have used the
denition of the xed sites, namely
~∇E0(~R0) = 0. Matrix elements of this Hamiltonian
have the form∫
d~Rd~r χ∗NΦ
∗
nHˆeNχN ′Φn′ =
∫
d~Rχ∗N (~R − ~R0)χN ′ ·
∫
d~rΦ∗n~∇Hˆe(~R0)Φn′ (A.9)
The energies appearing in Fermi's Golden Rule are UnN = En +WN . If the ground
state Born-Oppenheimer energy surfae is harmoni, then the nulear wave funtions
will be simple harmoni osillator wave funtions entred about the ground state
equilibrium positions. The nulear energies will satisfy
WN =
∑
α
(
nNα +
1
2
)
~ωα (A.10)
where α is an index running over the normal modes whih have angular frequenies
ωα and oupanies nNα.
The seond ase orresponds to the eletron-nulear oupling being weak only
between energy surfaes, but strong on a surfae. In this ase the minimum
energy ongurations of dierent adiabati energy surfaes are displaed signiantly
from one another. If we treat the eletron-nulear oupling HˆeN with the
linear approximation we then partition Fˆ = −~∇Hˆe(~R0) into diagonal (FˆD)
and o-diagonal (FˆOD) terms, where
∫
d~rΦ∗nFˆDΦn′ = δnn′
∫
d~rΦ∗nFˆΦn′ and∫
d~rΦ∗nFˆODΦn′ = (1− δnn′)
∫
d~rΦ∗nFˆΦn′ . The diagonal Shrödinger equation
then beomes
(
HˆN + Hˆe(~R0)− FˆD · (~R− ~R0)
)
Φnχ˜nN = U˜nNΦnχ˜nN , where now the
nulear states χ˜nN depend on eletroni state. If we make the Harmoni approximation
for the nulear Hamiltonian HˆN = TˆN +
1
2~u ·K · ~u, where K is the matrix of spring
onstants and ~u = ~R − ~R0 is the displaement of the nulei relative to the referene
positions, then we get(
TˆN +
1
2
(~u− ~un) ·K · (~u− ~un) + En − 1
2
~un ·K · ~un
)
χ˜nN = U˜nN χ˜nN (A.11)
where the displaement ~un is dened by K · ~un =
∫
Φ∗nFˆDΦn d~r. This is just the
equation of motion for a shifted osillator whose potential minimum is at ~un, and
whose energy at the minimum is En,0 = En− 12~un ·K·~un. The osillator wavefuntions
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are just given by χ˜nN (~u) = χnN (~u − ~un). The energies appearing in Fermi's Golden
rule are now
U˜nN = En,0 +
∑
α
(
nNα +
1
2
)
~ωα (A.12)
and the matrix elements are
MnNn′N ′ = −(1− δnn′)
∫
Φ∗nFˆΦn′ d~r ·
∫
χ∗N (~u− ~un)~uχN ′(~u− ~un′) d~R (A.13)
Appendix B. The Wigner transform
CEID is formulated in terms of the density matrix, whih is then haraterised by
moments of the position and momentum utuations of the ions. These moments are
reminisent of moments of lassial phase spae distributions, and so it is natural
to seek a formal onnetion. This an be ahieved by appealing to the Wigner
matrix [119,216,221℄ whih is onstruted by applying a transformation to the density
matrix ρˆ whih is a funtion of both eletroni and nulear degrees of freedom. Let us
use a real spae representation (| ~X〉) of the N nulear degrees of freedom, and leave
the eletroni ones abstrat, giving ρˆ( ~X, ~X ′) = 〈 ~X |ρˆ| ~X ′〉. If we make the following
linear ombinations,
~R = ( ~X + ~X ′)/2 and ~S = ~X − ~X ′, and arrier out a Fourier
transformation with respet to
~S, we get the Wigner matrix
ρˆW (~R, ~P ) =
1
hN
∫
ρˆ(~R +
1
2
~S, ~R− 1
2
~S) exp(~S · ~P/i~) d~S (B.1)
The onnetion between this funtion and a lassial phase spae distribution an be
seen from the following
(i) If we integrate ρˆW (~R, ~P ) over ~P , we get bak the quantum spatial distribution
funtion ρˆ(~R, ~R).
(ii) If we integrate ρˆW (~R, ~P ) over ~R, we get the quantum momentum distribution
funtion ρˆ(~P , ~P ).
(iii) It has an equation of motion similar to that of the lassial Liouville equation in
the lassial limit dened by ~→ 0, whih also orresponds to heavy nulei [222℄
∂ρˆW (~R, ~P )
∂t
=
1
i~
[
Hˆe(~R), ρˆW (~R, ~P )
]
−
~P
M
· ∂ρˆW (
~R, ~P )
∂ ~R
+
1
2
{
∂Hˆe(~R)
∂ ~R
· ∂ρˆW (
~R, ~P )
∂ ~P
+
∂ρˆW (~R, ~P )
∂ ~R
· ∂Hˆe(
~R)
∂ ~R
}
+ O(~)
Appendix C. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium Green's funtions
In this appendix we give the denition of the dierent Green's funtions, we also
briey introdue the tehnique of the Keldysh time-ontour applied to non-equilibrium
onditions, and derive the orresponding Green's funtions and self-energies in the
presene of interations.
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Appendix C.1. General denitions
Let us onsider two operators A and B. The retarded r, advaned a, time-ordered t
and antihronologial time-ordered t˜ Green's funtion with real time arguments are
dened as
GrA;B(t, t
′) = − iθ(t− t′)〈[A(t), B(t′)]±〉 ,
GaA;B(t, t
′) = iθ(t′ − t)〈[A(t), B(t′)]±〉 ,
GtA;B(t, t
′) = − i〈Tt (A(t)B(t′))〉 = −iθ(t− t′)〈A(t)B(t′)〉 ± iθ(t′ − t)〈B(t′)A(t)〉 ,
Gt˜A;B(t, t
′) = − i〈Tt˜ (A(t)B(t′))〉 = −iθ(t′ − t)〈A(t)B(t′)〉 ± iθ(t− t′)〈B(t′)A(t)〉 .(C.1)
The average 〈. . .〉 is taken over the many-body ground state and A(t) is given in the
Heisenberg representation. The + sign applies when the operators A and B satisfy
fermion antiommutation relations, and the − sign applies if A and B are boson
operators. For some appliations it is useful to onsider Green's funtions without
time ordering. They are the so-alled greater > and lesser < Green's funtions:
G>A;B(t, t
′) = −i〈A(t)B(t′)〉 and G<A;B(t, t′) = ±i〈B(t′)A(t)〉 ,
with the same sign onvention as above. All the other Green's funtions an be dened
in terms of these two Green's funtions as
GrA;B(t, t
′) = θ(t− t′)[G>A;B(t, t′)−G<A;B(t, t′)] ,
GaA;B(t, t
′) = θ(t′ − t)[G<A;B(t, t′)−G>A;B(t, t′)] ,
GtA;B(t, t
′) = θ(t− t′)G>A;B(t, t′) + θ(t′ − t)G<A;B(t, t′) . (C.2)
At (thermal) equilibrium or in a stationary state regime, the Green's funtions depend
on the time dierene only (i.e. GxA;B(t, t
′) = GxA;B(t−t′)), and their Fourier transform
is dependent on only one energy argument Gx(ω). The advaned and retarded Green's
funtions Ga,r(ω) ontain information about the spetral density of the system, while
the lesser and greater Green's funtions G<,>(ω) ontain information about both the
spetral density and the oupany of the system at or out of equilibrium.
Appendix C.2. Non-equilibrium onditions and time loop ontour
Here we briey explain the priniples of non-equilibrium Green's funtion [84, 85℄.
Consider a many partile system with interations and/or with a oupling to an
external driving fore (external eld). We want to study the system by reduing
its mathematial desription to the alulation of a perturbation series, with the
hope that later on we an resum some (if not all) the ontributions, as is usually
done in many-body statistial physis [99, 223, 224℄. Therefore, we start from
the non-interating ground state at the innitely remote past (where there are no
interations) and the interation V is turned on adiabatially. Then the dierent
Green's funtions are alulated by going to the interation piture and evaluating
the terms of the perturbation expansion series with Wik's theorem. This theorem
applies to a time-ordered average with respet to a Hamiltonian that is quadrati
in reation/annihilation operators (for example, a non-interating Hamiltonian).
Aording to Wik's theorem, the average of any produt of operators an be found
by forming all pairs of operators and replaing these by their average.
For a non-equilibrium (interating) system, the ground state in the future is not
known a priori, and we are left with average produts whih are only partially time
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ordered. The Keldysh reipe is to introdue a time ontour along whih the operators
an be ordered. The time ontour CK ontains two branhes, the upper (+) and
the lower (−) branh. On the upper branh, time starts in the innitely remote
past and evolves forwards, then at the turning point (whih an be plaed at any
arbitrary time), one passes onto the lower branh where the system evolves bakwards
in time bak to the initially non-interating starting point at t = −∞. Then any
expetation value of produts of operator redues to 〈φ0|TCK
(
Aˆ(t)Bˆ(t′) . . . SCK
)
|φ0〉
where 〈φ0| . . . |φ0〉 is the average over the non-interating ground state. The operators
are given in the interation piture, i.e. Aˆ(t) = eiH0t/~A e−iH0t/~. SCK is the
generalization of the time evolution operator (Eq. 10) on the time loop ontour
SCK = TCK
(
exp{−i/~ ∫CK dτVˆ (τ)}) where TCK is the time-ordering operator on the
ontour CK and
∫
CK
dt implies integration over CK . With these denitions, any time
ordered produt an be alulated using the usual rules of many-body perturbation
theory (Feynman diagrammati expansion, Wik's theorem, et.) [99, 223, 224℄. The
Keldysh reipe is equivalent to reduing the problem to the alulation of averages over
the non-interating ground state, whih is a great ahievement beause suh averages
an be alulated exatly in a lot of ases [100℄. However, there is a prie to pay
for that: now we have to work with four dierent Green's funtions dened by the
position of the two times (t, t′) on CK . When the two times (t, t
′) are on the same
branh, the time ordering TCK is equivalent to the standard time ordering: forward
time ordering on the upper branh and bakward time (or anti-time) ordering on the
lower branh. When (t, t′) are on dierent branhes, the time ordering is suh that
any time on the lower branh is always later on the time loop ontour CK than any
time on the upper branh.
The eletron Green's funtion dened from the fermion operator Ψ (with
the denitions in setion Appendix C.1: A = Ψ and B = Ψ†) G(t, t′) =
−i〈TCK
(
Ψ(t)Ψ†(t′)
)〉 has four Keldysh omponents on CK : for (t, t′) on the upper
branh (+) G(t, t′) = −i〈TCK
(
Ψ(t+)Ψ
†(t′+)
)〉 = Gt(t, t′); for (t, t′) on the lower branh
(−) G(t, t′) = −i〈TCK
(
Ψ(t−)Ψ
†(t′−)
)〉 = Gt˜(t, t′); for t on the (+) branh and t′ on
the (−) branh G(t, t′) = −i〈TCK
(
Ψ(t+)Ψ
†(t′−)
)〉 = G<(t, t′); and nally for t on the
(−) branh and t′ on the (+) branh G(t, t′) = −i〈TCK
(
Ψ(t−)Ψ
†(t′+)
)〉 = G>(t, t′).
However these Green's funtions are not ompletely independent. They satisfy the
following relations: Gt +Gt˜ = G< +G> and Gr −Ga = G> −G< (with the retarded
and advaned Green's funtions dened as in setion Appendix C.1 with A = Ψ and
B = Ψ†). The self-energy Σ, assoiated with the interation V for example, also has
four omponents on the ontour CK .
It an be shown that the Green's funtion in the presene of interation G
is related to the Green's funtion in the absene of interation G0 via the usual
Dyson equation G(t, t′) = G0(t, t
′) +
∫
CK
dt1dt2G0(t, t1)Σ(t1, t2)G(t2, t
′) where the
time integrals are taken over CK . The Dyson equation an then be re-expressed
using only integrals over the real-time axis by introduing the dierent omponents of
G and Σ on the ontour CK . By using the relation between the dierent Green's
funtions, we nally obtain a Dyson-like equation for the advaned and retarded
(non-equilibrium) Green's funtions: Gr,a = Gr,a0 +G
r,a
0 Σ
r,aGr,a and another kineti
equation for the (non-equilibrium) lesser and greater Green's funtions: G<,> =
(1+GrΣr)G<,>0 (1+Σ
aGa)+GrΣ<,>Ga. In these equations, the produts GΣ or ΣG
imply time integration over the real axis, i.e.
∫ +∞
−∞
dt. Similar results an be derived
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for the phonon Green's funtions (i.e. when A and B are phonon eld operators).
In priniple, we an now alulate exatly the non-equilibrium properties of a
many-body interating system by determining self-onsistently the dierent Green's
funtions and self-energies (knowing that the self-energies are funtionals of the
dierent Green's funtions themselves).
Appendix C.3. Eletron and phonon Green's funtions
Appendix C.3.1. Non-interating systems For quadrati Hamiltonians (i.e. non-
interating partiles), we an alulate exatly the dierent Green's funtions. Let
us start with eletrons and onsider the eletroni Hamiltonian H0 =
∑
n ǫnc
†
ncn.
The operator c†n (cn) reates (annihilates) an eletron in the n-th eletroni state
with energy ǫn; n labels either the eigenstates of a nite size system or the k-states
of a (1,2,3)-dimensional periodi system. With the denitions given in the previous
setions and taking A = cn and B = A
†
, we nd the following Green's funtions in
the energy representation:
Gr,a0 (ω) =
1
ω − ǫn ± iη with η → 0
+ ,
G<0 (ω) = 2πi〈c†ncn〉 δ(ω − ǫn) , G>0 (ω) = −2πi(1− 〈c†ncn〉) δ(ω − ǫn) . (C.3)
The average 〈c†ncn〉 gives the oupation number of the state n, and in the
thermodynami limit it is given by the Fermi-Dira distribution f(ǫn) = 1/(e
β(ǫn−µ)+
1) where µ is hemial potential and β = 1/kBT .
For phonons with a quadrati Hamiltonian H0 =
∑
λ ~ωλ(a
†
λaλ + 1/2) where a
†
λ
(aλ) reates (annihilates) a quantum of energy ~ωλ, we nd the following Green's
funtions (denoted by the letter D) dened from A = a†λ + aλ and B = A
†
:
Dr,a0 (ω) =
1
ω − ωλ ± iη −
1
ω + ωλ ± iη with η → 0
+ ,
D<,>0 (ω) = − 2πi{〈nλ〉δ(ω ∓ ωλ) + (1 + 〈nλ〉) δ(ω ± ωλ)} , (C.4)
where nλ = a
†
λaλ. In the thermodynami limit, 〈nλ〉 is given by the Bose-Einstein
distribution N(ω) = 1/(eβω − 1).
Appendix C.3.2. Coupling to reservoirs If the (nite size) system of interest is
onneted to M other subsystems (generally muh larger) whih at as either thermal
reservoirs or partile reservoirs, then we an alulate the full Green's funtion of
the onneted primary system (or entral region) from the Green's funtion of the
isolated parts of the system. This is done by solving the Dyson equation and the
quantum kineti equation for the non-equilibrium Green's funtions. As an example,
we onsider that the oupling to the M subsystems is given by the Hamiltonian
matries Vα orresponding to eletron hopping between the primary system and the
M other subsystems. When negleting the interations between partiles, the self-
energies Σx=(r,a,<,>) entering the Dyson equations for the eletron Green's funtions
Gx of the entral region (oupled to the M reservoirs) are Σx =
∑M
α=1Σ
x
α where
Σxα(ω) = Vαg
x
αα(ω)Vα and g
x
αα is the orresponding Green's funtion of the isolated
α-th subsystem (Eq. C.3).
For a entral region onsisting only of phonon modes λ oupled to another phonon
bath (set of phonon of frequeny ωβ) via some oupling ontants Uβ , one an derive
the full phonon Green's funtion of the entral region as Dr,a = [Dr,a0
−1 − Πr,aλ ]−1
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where Dr,a0 is the bare phonon Green's funtion given in Eq. C.4 and the self-energy
Πr,aλ arises from the oupling of the modes λ to the modes β. In the simplest ase,
Πr,aλ an be approximated by Π
r,a
λ (ω) ∝ i
∑
β |Uβ|2δ(ω − ωβ) [225℄.
In more realisti systems, the entral region needs to be desribed by a
Hamiltonian that also inludes interation between eletrons or between eletrons and
phonons. In the next setion, the ase of eletron-phonon interation is onsidered in
detail.
Appendix C.3.3. Self-energies for eletron-phonon interation A general form for
the linear eletron-phonon (e-ph) interation Hamiltonian is as follows: H
eph
=∑
λ,n,m γλnm(a
†
λ + aλ)c
†
ncm where γλnm are the matrix elements of the e-ph oupling
matrix γλ. For suh an interation, one needs to inlude another ontribution Σ
x
eph
in the eletron self-energies Σx =
∑M
α=1Σ
x
α. Similarily, one has to inlude the
ontribution due to the e-ph interation in the phonon self-energies Πxλ.
As mentioned in setion 3.2.3, within the self-onsistent Born approximation,
the lowest-order perturbation expansion for the interation is used to determine the
self-energies and then the non-interating Green's funtions is substituted by the full
Green's funtions of the system. As an example, the ontribution from the Fok-
diagrams to the eletron self-energy is: ΣF(t, t′) ∝ i∑λD(t, t′)γλG(t, t′)γλ (t and
t′ being on the ontour CK). Using Langreth's rules for produts of operators on
CK [226℄, one gets the dierent ontributions to the self-energy in the following
form: Σxy
eph
(ω) ∝ i ∫ dω′Dx(ω − ω′)γλGy(ω′)γλ, where x, y = (r, a,<,>). For
example, the retarded Fok part of the eletron self-energy is given by: ΣF,r
eph
=
Σr<
eph
+ Σrr
eph
+ Σ<r
eph
. The exat expressions for the dierent self-energies an be
found in Refs. [103, 104, 115, 116, 227℄. The ontribution to the phonon self-energies
Πxλ an be alulated to seond order in the e-ph oupling by onsidering diagrams
for eletron-hole exitations. The polarisation Πλ an be obtained from Πλ(t, t
′) ∝
iTr{γλG(t, t′)γλG(t′, t)} where the trae runs over the eletron states n. One again,
one has to use Langreth's rules to obtain the dierent ontributions Πa,r,<,>λ (ω) whih
an be found in Refs. [106, 107, 109, 115℄. And nally, we solve the problem by
alulating the dierent eletron and phonon full Green's funtions Ga,r,<,>(ω) and
Da,r,<,>λ (ω) from the oupled Dyson and quantum kineti equations, with the self-
energies being funtionals in the following form: Σa,r,<,>
eph
(ω) = Σ[{Gx(ω)}, {Dx(ω)}]
and Πa,r,<,>λ (ω) = Π[{Gx(ω)}, {Dx(ω)}].
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